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Abstract 
 

Practicing breathing exercises isn’t very engaging thou it is seen as great for well-being. 

Applications can utilize breath as a controller mechanism for interactions. With virtual 

reality (VR) being an effective tool for inducing the sense of immersion and presence, a 

breathing exercise was paired up with three alternative sessions in an application that 

was developed to examine the differences between mimicking and controlling input 

during an experience in VR, with the baseline of interaction being that of no other 

controllers but head-orientation-tracking of the VR device. Two pilot tests were 

performed to evaluate functionality and procedure. The main tests investigated the 

case of research. It was possible to identify mimicking as an immersive experience that 

promoted the breathing exercise, while input was more immersive but less beneficial 

towards performing the breathing exercise. The study was also conducted with- and 

addresses some design limitations of commonly accessible hardware. 

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Immersion, Breathing, Serious Games, Common 

Hardware.
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1 Introduction 

Breathing is a core part of being alive. In some cultures, practicing and maintaining control 

over your breathing via exercises and daily routines is said to be good for well-being, mental 

as well as physical (Edwards, 2005). While such breathing exercises have been approached 

by applications on the market, it is often promoted with claims not backed by scientific 

research (Patibanda, et al., 2017).  

Immersion is a term that summarizes the states of being absorbed by an experience. It has 

three levels of influence; engagement, engrossment and total immersion (Brown & Cairns, 

2004). Total immersion occur when the flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) of an experience is at 

an optimal level, at which point our feeling of presence (Carassa, Morganti & Tirassa, 2004) 

is more tied to the experience than the sensation of our physical selves. 

Mimicry is about mental embodiment (Caillois, 2001/1958; van Baaren, et al. 2009), 

breathing about a mixture of mental and physical embodiment (Heeter & Allbritton, 2015; 

Edwards, 2005, p. 9; Navarro-Haro, et al., 2017; Patibanda, et al., 2017b, p. 2) and control 

about embodied cognition, sometimes physical depending on their way of interaction 

(Shapiro, 2011, p. 70; Susi, 2014). This would suggest that there are ways of linking these to 

create immersive experiences. 

This thesis will look into this case by comparing the performance of a selected breathing 

exercise in conjunction with an activity in VR either related to the idea of mimicking- or 

controlling the behaviour of something. It is going to be examined which of these better 

promote the breathing exercise and how the experience of immersion differs between them.  

Developing games for serious intentions, such as that of promoting health and well-being, 

requires research as well as some intuition. Often the problems and discoveries from the 

development period are never regarded. This begs to be better covered, which is why the 

limits of common hardware and how that affects design decisions of the software also will be 

investigated. From this it should be possible to come to some conclusions that can benefit 

researchers and developers, but also to build a foundation of knowledge from which a 

continuation can be made into more specific elements of these experiences. 
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2 Background 

Breathing is one of the core everyday activities managed by our body. Intuitively, breath has 

traditional been used as a means of relaxation and stress management for a very long time 

(Varvogli & Darviri, 2011, p. 78). By taking control over the breath via breathing exercises 

and techniques (2.4) one can over time treat illnesses such as hypertension and arrhythmia 

(Patibanda, et al., 2017a, p. 1), but control over breath is also a core philosophy behind e.g. 

mindfulness meditation. 

Applications on the market for virtual reality (VR) (2.3) have approached breathing as a 

controller through varied ways of input depending on their purpose (Patibanda, 2017b, pp. 

22-26). Diaphragm cords has a sensor which reads the stretching caused by expansion and 

deflation of the torso when breathing, while microphones are more often only reading the 

flow of air caused by the output directly from the mouth. Thus microphones are generally 

paired with pursed-lip breathing (PLB) (2.4.1) (Patibanda, 2017b, pp. 21, 29) while 

diaphragm cords are used in combination with deep breathing (Varvogli & Darviri, 2011, p. 

78). 

This study is carried out with the intent to investigate the perception of a non-feedback 

interaction within a VR experience designed for practicing PLB with the assumption that 

said non-feedback interaction can have significant impact on immersion and the experience 

of embodied presence (Heeter & Allbritton, 2015). 

2.1 Games 

Play must be defined as a free and voluntary activity (Caillois, R. 2001/1958, p. 6) and is an 

essential part of what defines a game. To play, one has to adapt to the rules of the semiotic 

domain, the custom reality and rules that applies within it, in which the current play takes 

place. Digital games are bound to the reality that a player must use some sort of input to 

access the interactive functions within them. Exploration of these inputs has led to 

advancements such as head mounted VR (2.3) and augmented reality (AR) digital interface 

displays (HMD’s). 

2.1.1 Serious games 

A serious game is a game, simulation or a gamification of a system made with a non-

entertainment purpose in mind, but can also be a repurposed entertainment game or 

modification of an existing game (mod)  used with a non-entertainment intention (Djaouti, 

Alvarez, Jessel, 2011, p. 3). Some examples of serious game applicable areas are edutainment 

(educative games), gamifications (using entertainment aspects of games), mental health 

issues (using games for recreation) and games for change (using games to make an impact). 

The exemplifying list of applicable areas for serious games in healthcare alone, by Susi, 

Johannesson, and Backlund (2007, pp. 13-14), presents a large variety of approachable 

cases. The paper by Susi, Johannesson and Backlund (2007) further reflects on the concept 

of serious games and presents what can be seen as baseline definitions of a serious 

game/application (table 1, p. 3). 
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Table 1 Differences between serious games and entertainment games 

(Susi, Johannesson & Backlund 2007, p. 6) 

 

Serious Games Entertainment games 

Task vs. rich 
experience 

Problem solving in focus Rich experiences preferred 

Focus 
Important elements of 
learning 

To have fun 

Simulations 
Assumptions necessary for 
workable simulations 

Simplified simulation process 

Communication 
Should reflect natural (i.e., 
non-perfect) communication 

Communication is often 
perfect 

 

2.1.2 G/P/S 

Djaouti, Alvarez and Jessel (2011) defined a classification model for serious games, the 

G/P/S (gameplay/purpose/scope) model, which they sought to have function as a common 

ground definition tool for a serious game application (figure 1). 

  

Figure 1 A printable G/P/S model (Djaouti, Alvarez, Jessel, 2011. p. 13) 

G/P/S is a relevant tool in the creation of the artefact used in this paper. The pre-stated 

definition is useful as one of the guidelines throughout the development pipeline together 

with a technical specifications document (4.1). 

2.1.3 Mimicry, play and games 

The field of psychology defines mimicry as automatic and/or unconscious imitation of 

behaviour such as gestures, expressions, speech and movement (van Baaren, et al., 2009, p. 

2381). Unconsciously performed mimicry is mentioned by van Baaren, et al. (2009) as a 

prominent characteristic of human social behaviour. The focus of the mimicker on the 

mimickee is key to how much we mimic and what we mimic, thus, most studies on 

unconscious mimicry are carried out through observations where one is waiting for a 

spontaneous mimicking action (van Baaren, et al., 2009, p. 2382). Caillois (2001/1958, pp. 

19-23), on the other hand, discusses mimicry in the field of play and games by alluding to it 
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as the phenomena where one forgets, disguises or temporarily sheds their personality in 

order to feign another. 

The spectator must lend himself to the illusion without first challenging the 

décor, mask or artifice which for a given time he is asked to believe in as more 

real than reality itself. (Caillois, 2001/1958, p. 23) 

From the results of van Baaren, et al.’s (2009, p. 2385) study it was demonstrated that 

imitation had an effect on the perception of people and objects. Subjects got to compare two 

pictures and rank them against one another without context or anchor to how, and again 

after being subject to imitation by a stranger. Van Baaren, et al. (2009) states that after being 

imitated one would feel a closer connection and similarity to something/someone. 

In a game, as an object and experience, in which we act as the mimicker or mimickee, could 

it be possible to induce the same effects as described in the findings of van Baaren, et al., 

(2009)? Botte, Matera and Sponsiello (2009, p. 19) states that a game, which in modality 

and representation simulates reality, can be aimed towards improving e.g. Soft Skills, a skill 

which is learned and not hardcoded into our biology. This would be seen as a case of serious 

games for learning-by-doing as it falls into the category of games intersecting simulation and 

mimicry (figure 2, p. 4). 

  

Figure 2 Field-intersection M-S (Botte, Matera, Sponsiello, 2009, p. 19) 

2.2 Immersion 

Immersion is achieved by removing/replacing real world sensations with those of a targeted 

experience (Mestre, et al., 2006, p. 1). The actual definition of immersion is unclear 

according to Jennett, et al., (2008), but the term is commonly used to describe a user’s 

degree of involvement within a game, software, task, etc. Games are the most commonly 

associated experiences when talking about immersion, which is an interesting research field 

for the development and analysis of virtual applications. 

To understand immersion one must also understand the other sub-level experience of games 

known as presence (2.2.3). While immersion and flow (2.2.2) are often closely related 

(Brown & Cairns, 2004), presence and immersion are two different experiences that can 

occur with and without the other one present (Jennett, et al., 2008). Methods for measuring 

the level of immersion and presence (2.2.4) can, while not completely reliable on their own 

(Jennett, et al., 2008, pp. 32-34), give us relevant feedback on a user’s experience. 
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2.2.1 The levels of immersion 

According to Brown & Cairns (2004) the experience of immersion has three levels. They 

investigated the terms meaning through interviews with gamers (a person with a fair 

experience of playing games) from which they established the three levels; engagement, 

engrossment and total immersion. 

1. The first level, engagement, is the state where the player has become interested 

enough to accept to dedicate time, attention and effort towards the experience. 

Engagement comes from matching the player’s preferences with controls and 

rewards. Mastering the controls should reward the player accordingly (Brown & 

Cairns, 2004). Engagement is heavily tied to the flow (2.2.2) of the game. 

2. Engrossment, the second level of immersion, is the state where the player’s emotions 

are directly tied to the experience. Aesthetics, tasks, story and their quality are key 

factors to invoke engrossment. While the state of engrossment makes the player less 

aware of themselves and their surroundings, it can only exist if engagement is already 

achieved (Brown & Cairns, 2004). 

3. The third level is total immersion. At this point the player is no longer aware of that 

they’re playing a game. They know only the game and their goals within (Brown & 

Cairns, 2004). To reach this experience both engrossment and engagement must 

already have been achieved. 

Attention, from the findings of Brown & Cairns (2004), is the key to reaching the sense 

immersion. Through the stimuli of our visual, auditory and mental senses we can experience 

presence (2.2.3). In in combination with flow (2.2.2) this should hypothetically grant direct 

access to invoking immersion. 

2.2.2 Flow 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990, p. 71) describes flow as an optimal experience for immersion. Flow 

is the state of a direct feedback experience which in comparison to a person’s skill allows 

them to cope with the challenges presented in an achieving manner (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, 

p. 71). There are eight elements that make for the experience of flow; task completion 

chance, task focus management, feedback time, effortless actions, enjoyment of the 

controllable experience, lack of self-concern, clear goals and an experience which causes a 

person to lose track of time (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, p. 49). 

Thou flow has its similarities with immersion, comparing the different levels of immersion 

(Brown & Cairns, 2004) with the eight elements that make up the experience of flow 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, p. 49), the understanding for what makes them different is relevant 

to understanding the artefact development in this research (4). 

2.2.3 Presence 

“Being there” is the experience described by the concept of engagement known as presence 

(Carassa, Morganti & Tirassa, 2004, p. 7). While suggesting VR (2.3) to be the best induction 

tool for the feeling of presence, Carassa, Morganti & Tirassa (2004, p. 7) states that 

“presence would be strong inasmuch as the virtual system enables an inclusive, extensive, 

surrounding and vivid illusion”. In their study they distinguish three levels of an agent’s 

(conscious being) interaction – the situation, the action and that of body movement and 

perception. An agent’s decisions, mainly sub-consciously controlled as the larger picture is 
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the action mentally perceived, are all part of telling their narrative in the world (Carassa, 

Morganti & Tirassa, 2004, p. 10). 

The term presence is commonly used in conjunction with VR (2.3), and invoking a sense of 

presence can occur with and without invoking immersion (and vice versa) (Jennett, et al., 

2008, p. 7). Jennett, et al., (2008, p. 7) declare presence as a state of mind and immersion as 

an experience in time, while according to Slater, et al. (2009, p. 196) presence and 

immersion are directly relatable by referring to immersion as the fidelity (2.3.1) and 

presence as the human perception of an experience. Borgni, et al., (2007, p. 2) writes: “The 

propensity of participants to act within virtual environments as if the stimuli were real in 

some sense has been called presence”. This would suggest for viewing immersion as a 

reaction to the fidelity of an over-time occurring experience with presence being the user’s 

mental state caused by their perception of the very same experience. It is however 

noteworthy that the current quantified ways of measuring presence are directly tied to 

research regarding presence as the experience and feeling of “being there” (Slater, et al., 

2009, p. 194). The vast research field surrounding presence would suggest for being specific 

and therefore a quantifiable approach will be used in this study. 

When we feel a deeper connection to ourselves non depending on our surroundings we 

experience what Heeter & Allbritton (2015) refer to as embodied presence (2.3.2). With a VR 

experience for meditation they found that the user’s focus through the meditation practiced 

increased the feeling of embodied presence. While their findings does not support their 

application being better at inducing the experience of embodies presence than performing 

meditation in a real life environment, it does suggest that guidance through a narrative is a 

way help us comprehend a VE in a much more accepting manner. Meditation often is 

directed to diverting our focus to only a few senses at a time, mainly that of our mind and 

that of our body by focusing around performing a task, e.g. breathing. Mindfulness is a 

practice of meditation that in some exercises has the user sit still and focus on their 

breathing while letting their thoughts flow (Navarro-Haro, et al., 2017), which is discussed 

later (2.4). 

2.2.4 Measuring immersion and presence 

A quick way of gathering presentable data is via the usage of questionnaires. Jennett, et al. 

(2008) conducted research to make a quantifiable way of measuring immersion and 

presence. The Immersive Experience Questionnaire (IEQ), refined throughout different 

experiments (Jennett, et al., 2008, pp. 9, 25-27; Jennett, 2010, pp. 222-224), consists of 31 

questions answered through Likert scales. Likert is an attitude ranking method scaling from 

1-7 where the respondent assigns the closest value of their preference to the given statement 

where 1 mean strongly disagree and 7 equals strongly agreed (Witmer & Singer, 1998, p. 231; 

Cyberpsychology Lab, 2004). The refined version of the immersive tendency questionnaire 

(Witmer & Singer, 1998) by Jennett, et al., (2008) was created to be more appropriate for 

analysing games and identified 5 clear factors from which scores can be calculated. Three of 

these factors are tied to the player’s persona; cognitive involvement, real world dissociation 

and emotional involvement, and the other two to the game; challenge and control. 

The statement by Slater, et al., (2009, pp. 204-205) that “Presence is a concept without valid 

measurement” renders flaws in the capability of the IEQ and suggest that a questionnaire 

can’t fully convey a player’s experience. It is however a way to get close to what the player did 

mentally perceive. Pairing the IEQ, or a modified version if deemed necessary, with other 
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methods of measuring and analysing the player should allow for a wider perspective over 

their experience and could thus be used to collect relevant research data. One of such 

methods would be to observe the player and their interactions during and in post of an 

experiment (2.6). 

2.3 Embodiment and cognition 

Embodied cognition is the sub-conscious connection between an individual’s experience and 

perception of a context (Shapiro, 2011, p. 70). In the old military fortress of Karlsborg 

(Sweden), Susi (2014) examined embodied cognition in people experiencing an instalment of 

a game at an adventure tour. The game was played by two cooperating players and controlled 

by hand-held devices as the VE was projected in a dome in front of them. While player’s 

quickly got a grasp of the tasks presented, the controller interaction often reflected the 

player’s embodied cognition of the task in the virtual space; e.g. posture their bodies and 

holding the controller as if they were doing the task in the physical space (Susi, 2014, pp. 

185-188). 

Cognitive embodiment on the other hand is the conscious awareness of the self and one’s 

body. Heeter & Allbritton (2015) refer to the physical sensations of the body as interoceptive 

awareness, being aware of sensing; temperature, pain, touch and balance as well as sensing 

gastro-intestinal, respiratory, cardio-vascular and uro-genital systems. Sensing the self in a 

situation through the interoceptive awareness of these physical sensations is known as 

embodied presence. Thus a higher fidelity experience should hypothetically cause for the 

sensation of a deeper embodied experience as more of the physical sensations are directly 

tied to the feedback we perceive. However, when focusing on an individual physical 

sensation, such as the sensation of breathing, we can feel embodied in the present if our 

attention is directly diverted to managing said sensation through e.g. an exercise (Heeter & 

Allbritton, 2015). 

2.4 VR 

VR has a significant capability to invoke the feeling of immersion and presence as most 

HMD’s are designed to fully envelop our field of view (FOV) with that of a 3D virtual 

environment (VE), placing you as a player in the centre of an experience. As the advances in 

computer science allow for more senses to be included in the VR experience (Rubio-Tamayo, 

Barrio & Garcia, 2017) the need for research within the field grows with it. Several HMD’s 

exist on the VR market today, scaling from low budget to expensive with the budget in direct 

correlation to the quality of the experience of which the unit can provide for (2.3.3). 

With the first computer HMD for VR, created by Ivan Sutherland and Bob Sproull, having 

been around since 1968 it has since been speculated and researched (Haniff, et al., 2014) 

whether e.g. anxiety (Bouchard, et al., 2008) and phobias (Malbos, et al., 2008) can be 

treated with the use of VR applications by exposing patients to their issues through games 

and simulations. The findings of Malbos, et al. (2008) on six patients suffering from 

claustrophobia indicated that the fear towards the enclosed space was significantly reduced 

through treatment with VR over a 6-month period. Likewise, serious games using VR within 

the field of medication, health, recreation and therapy, has proven successful. Among them, 

a common issue to approach is that of stress (Haniff, et al., 2014; Lopes, et al., 2014) using 

VE’s in VR to momentarily bring the user away from their everyday situation to another 
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location (Keshri & Tripathi, 2017, p. 3). While stress isn’t a central part of this study, it is still 

tied to understanding the development of the work presented, especially any potential stress 

directly induced by the experience of being in VR (Borgni, et al., 2007) (2.3.5). 

2.4.1 The fidelity of the VR experience 

The current range of VR-HMD products includes everything from just head orientation 

tracking (HOT) to a near full-body tracking experience with additional movement tracking 

multisensory devices (MTMD’s) (2.3.3). MTMD’s could be seen as the closest route to 

increasing the fidelity of a VR experience. Fidelity in this case isn’t just the HDM’s screen 

resolution, it’s the overall performance of everything that comes together to make the VR 

experience (Slater, et al., 2009, p. 196). Feedback is a key to presence and immersion, and 

they in turn are related to the fidelity of the experience. While immersion is affected by the 

input feedback, some has argued that presence is more likely to occur as long as input 

feedback is perceived in a lawful way (Jennett, et al., 2008, p. 7). The closer to reality the 

experience is the higher the fidelity. 

2.4.2 Accessibility 

While any speculations and findings on immersion and presence are of interest for the study 

the accessibility to different levels of fidelity has to be addressed. While some HMD’s have a 

better rendering capability and several MTMD’s for utilization, their prices are at this 

current time significantly higher than that of a HOT-only device. The listing by Oscillada, J. 

M. (2015) over all of the HMD’s in development during 2015 is already outdated as each 

recent year has come with upgrades, improvements and entirely new versions of HMD’s, but 

it does provide with a fair overview over the variety of market products that were already 

accessible back then. 

 The Google Cardboard (Google, 2014) has since its release been the cheapest VR-

HMD on the market being almost fully made out of cardboard yet provides for the 

very basics of what is needed for a basic VR experience. 

 The recent successor to the Google Cardboard is the Google Daydream (Google, 

2016). Other than being a lot pricier and made of a more comfortable-to-wear fabric 

it also ships with a small hand held controller and is more lightweight than higher 

cost HMD products. 

 Samsung Gear VR (2015) is a nearly full hard-plastic phone armature, developed by 

Samsung and Oculus, designed specifically for Samsung’s android phones. It is 

heavier but also more solid in design than e.g. the Google Daydream. 

 There is quite a leap in price up the higher tiers of VR-HMD’s. The Oculus Rift 

(Oculus VR, 2016), HTC Vive (HTC & Valve Corporation, 2016) and PlayStation VR 

(Sony Interactive Entertainment, 2016) are all examples of high fidelity supporting 

hardware. Oculus Rift and HTC Vive are both designed with the intention to have the 

player moving around in a larger 3D space using several devices for motion tracking. 

PlayStation VR on the other hand is limited to the current way it’s designed to read 

translated motion in a room with the use of only two cameras at each side of a small 

unit stationed in front of the player. 

The absolutely biggest differences in these examples are the hardware used to power the VR 

experience. While the Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and PlayStation VR all use hardware 

performance directly from a PC, Xbox One (Microsoft, 2013) or PlayStation 4 (Sony 

Computer Entertainment, 2013) unit, the Google Cardboard, Google Daydream, Samsung 
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Gear VR and other HMD’s around their pricing uses the hardware of an android phone. This 

means that the higher cost products aren’t just capable of delivering a higher fidelity 

experience via their setup, but they also have the processing power to render closer-to-real-

life images with significantly lower latency (the time delay before an image is rendered to the 

display). When developing an application with the aim to have a larger preferred range of 

public accessibility by its price of use the lower the fidelity and performance cost of the 

application can be. 

2.4.3 Comfort limitations 

As mentioned by Chu (2014) during his presentation about user experience design (UXD) at 

a Samsung Developer Conference in San Francisco; there are limitations in bodily comfort 

when using VR. One of the tables that were shown during his presentation contained data 

(figure 3) of the development team’s findings from designing VR appropriate user interfaces 

(UI’s). The table only refer to the subject’s self-definition of comfort and the subjects were 

seated and instructed to only rotate their head during testing. 

 

Figure 3 Table of comfort range translated into a screen layout (Chu, 2014) 

2.4.4 Problems with VR 

The VR experience in comparison to AR is an entirely virtually simulated 3D experience 

(Lopes, et al., 2014, pp. 3-4). While there are immediate benefits to having the user fully 

surrounded by a virtual space it also has obvious weaknesses. One of the most prominent 

issues that can occur with VR, except from low performing input feedback, is the potential 

disturbance on immersion and presence caused by external influences as it does remind the 

user of their physical presence in the real world (Brown & Cairns, 2004). 
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With findings indicating that treatment using VR can have a significant reduction on 

physical and mental conditions it is also worth looking at it from the other way around. 

Borgni, et al., (2007) found stress plausible to occur from actually being in VR. In their study 

subjects were tasked with exploring a virtual urban location with closer to realistic textures 

and more cartoony textures. The readings of their subjects ECG signals and heart rate values 

pre-, during and post the experiments showed that the level of physically experienced stress 

decreased over time throughout the experiment. Indications which emerged from the 

analysis implied that the fidelity of visuals and inconsistency had a higher impact on the 

mentally experienced stress with the subjects. Problems like these does imply the 

importance of being aware about the potential impact caused by the actual experience design 

as well as the external disturbances that could occur during a session in VR when developing 

a VR experience. 

Motion sickness is another commonly known term and issue within the field of VR. It is a 

state of nausea that occurs when there is a lot of motion, physical dissociation with the 

virtual world (e.g. floating upside down through space in VR while standing on solid ground 

in the physical space) and/or when the traction of one’s movement isn’t presented in line 

with the motion performed in the physical space (Chu, 2014). Most situations have to be 

accounted for during the designing and development of a VR experience in conjunction with 

the performance capability of the device(s) it should be presented with, e.g. to address the 

dropping framerate when loading larger portions of content by applying a transition with a 

fade in/out (Chu, 2014).  

2.5 Breathing 

Edwards (2005, p. 6) suggest that the optimal circumstances for performing breathing 

exercises would be during morning hours when the air is relatively clear after having settled 

during the night. Being one of the core routines of a living human body, breathing is 

performed with a very central region of our physical layout and focusing on it is believed to 

bridge a very close connection to sensing the self (Edwards, 2005, p. 9; Navarro-Haro, et al., 

2017; Patibanda, et al., 2017b, p. 2). 

By measuring heartbeats and dividing it by four one will get an approximate rate of breaths 

taken per minute (Edwards, 2005, p. 4). As an approximation it still does give a quantifiable 

value of breath over time and could be taken into consideration during experiments 

involving breathing exercises. 

2.5.1 Breathing techniques 

The common ground for all breathing exercises is that they are aimed towards helping the 

individual regain focus while finding new energy in the moment. Edwards (2005, pp. 4-9) 

summary over a quantity of breathing techniques, ranging from treatment to sport and 

activities, show a wide range of diversity in exercises that can be performed. Each technique 

has a field of application where it excels. These methods can also be tailored for performance 

during sports (Edwards, 2005, p. 8): 

 Lung expanding breath; a deep breath with long exhalation to relax the torso and 

open up the lungs which are then expanded upon bringing the elbows up and back 

with the shoulders during inhalation. 
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 Centring breath; a deep breath with long exhalation focusing on mentally portraying 

the self as illuminated, glowing clearer with each inhalation while tension, stress, 

anxiety and fear leave the body during exhale. 

 Focused breath; a deep breath with relaxed shoulders focusing on each breath as 

bringing energy and vitality into the lower abdominal core of the body while mentally 

portraying the current situation in great detail. 

The basics of a breathing technique are that it follows a pattern for inhales and exhales. The 

PLB practice has the individual breath in through the nose over the count of which would be 

the doubled for the exhale then performed through the mouth via pursed lips; inhale 2 

seconds = exhale 4 seconds. More experienced practice is supposed to result in longer and 

more controlled breaths taken. There is a large variation of techniques and some exercises 

focuses more on having pauses between each breath. 

2.5.2 Breath in VR 

Pairing breathing with a game and/or VR experience has proven successful in several cases 

(Patibanda, et al., 2017a, p. 1). One of several benefit is that VE’s can have built in responses 

to loss of attention or diversion from performing a breathing exercise by returning focus to 

the task of breathing via guidance and instructions (Navarro-Haro, et al., 2017, p. 2). 

Depending on the experience created, the elements of guidance and instructions can have a 

positive and negative effect on the user’s experience. Sometimes more subtle feedback serves 

a better purpose of informing the player without necessarily having the same impact on their 

immersion (Patibanda, et al., 2017a, p. 2). 

  

Figure 4 VR view of Life Tree (Patibanda, et al., 2017a, p. 5) 

For their VR game Life Tree (figure 4), an experience that was approximately two minutes 

and a half long, Patibanda, et al., (2017a; Patibanda, 2017b) used a specially adapted 

microphone armature as an input controller with which subjects blew life into a virtual tree. 

They decided on PLB to be a good exercise to practice and learn through the use of a game 

due to its capability to significantly reduce stress (Patibanda, et al., 2017b, p. 2). Thou there 

are other exercises and ways of reading breath as an input controller in a game, Patibanda’s 

(2017b) study has elements that could be further explored, such as e.g. that of more 

accessible and less-optimal-for-VR-breathing microphones that would normally ship with a 

new phone device and also the non-use of input in a breathing exercise/meditation oriented 

experience (Heeter & Allbritton, 2015). 
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2.6 Observations 

It’s considered natural to add interviews to go alongside observations as they according to 

Østbye, et al., (2003, pp. 99-129) have a lot in common regarding methodology and ethics. 

By observing a subject we can get a lot of otherwise non-regarded information such as that of 

e.g. physically portrayed reactions to an event and in an interview we can follow up on 

answers and reactions that would get lost by using e.g. a questionnaire. This allows for 

mapping social relations, getting confirmation on other data sources, try out other 

hypothesises over the span of the interview, access the subjects vocabulary and way of 

expressing themselves as well as providing a more relaxed and open situation of discussion 

with each participant (Østbye, et al., 2003, p. 101). 
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3 Problem 

A lot of VR research seems to aim towards involving more of our senses with the interactions 

performed. While on the other hand, directing focus to fewer interactions (Patibanda, et al., 

2017a; Patibanda, 2017b; Navarro-Haro, et al., 2017; Heeter & Allbritton, 2015) is another 

interesting approach it hasn’t been motivated as an intent with- but as a resulting factor 

from the method of the research. Is it possible that feeling of self-embodiment when 

performing breathing exercises if combined with VR could add focus to the situation and 

make the experience more absorbing? Focusing on creating an experiment around  breathing 

and exploring its capability, as an input controller, to induce immersion and the feeling of 

presence within the user whilst they are engaged in a VR experience is what Patibanda, et al., 

(2017a; Patibanda, 2017b) did with their research. But granted the public accessibility to the 

lower budget tiers of VR equipment (2.3.3), could performing a mentally and physically 

engaging task have a significant effect on immersion without having it as an input for 

feedback in an application? Since the VR experience comes with the inclusion of a 360o head 

movement, excluding any other input while using some of the same core concepts as in Life 

Tree (Patibanda, et al., 2017a; Patibanda, 2017b) is it likely that an experience of mimicking 

could feel equal to an active-input-feedback experience? 

The hypothesis which sparked the idea for this research is that; mimicking a VE’s visuals and 

sounds with a breathing exercise pattern could be a step in the direction towards induction 

to immersion and promote the exercise in comparison to if actually having control in a VR 

experience. To understand this hypothesis, some clarifications of the concept may be needed. 

A breathing exercise (2.4.1) is constructed around a continuous pattern of inhale-to-exhale. 

The surroundings of a VE can consist of a varying density of detail, limited by the capability 

of the hardware (2.3.3) used to render it. Animations and audio is what brings a VE alive and 

these can in turn be managed from within a script with which they can be told to play 

simultaneously, what their behaviour should be, etc. Thus a play pattern for the audio and 

animations could be constructed around the pattern of inhale-to-exhale in a breathing 

exercise. A VR application with animations played in a pattern constructed to mimic that of a 

generic PLB-exercise pace (2.4.1) could be paired with Jennett’s (2010) modified IEQ to 

examine how well mimicking performs as a tool for inducing immersion. While not being 

addressed in this paper, the long term goal with the concept in this study would be to thread 

into the field of stress, anxiety and panic disorder where breathing exercises often are used 

as a method of coping (Edwards, 2005, p. 4; Lopes, et al., 2014, p. 3; Varvogli & Darviri, 

2011, p. 74) and hopefully be able to propose and/or demonstrate the use VR applications as 

an assisting tool and/or alternative to e.g. medication or drugs. If the task of mimicking in 

VR proves to be immersive to a significant degree, could it potentially be a way to approach 

applications for coping? In order to explore this hypothesis for indications, a main research 

question has been formulated: 

How does the effect on immersion and the feeling of presence from performing a PLB-

exercise in a VR experience compare between mimicking and controlling interpretable 

aesthetics? 

The immersion referred to in this context is based in the three levels of immersion (Brown & 

Cairns, 2004), the idea of being absorbed by an experience to the point where you forget 

about time and your everyday concerns. Presence in this regard is the concept of sensing the 

self being there (Slater, et al., 2009, p. 194) and whether that proves to be embodied within 
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the VR experience more so than the real world. But also the aspect of sensing the self 

through interoceptive awareness (Heeter & Allbritton, 2015) and whether that sensation will 

bridge a closer connection to the real world, the VR experience or prove to be unrelated. 

In an attempt to answer this research question, it should be possible to draw some 

conclusions regarding the differences between input-feedback and mimicking, breath as a 

game controller and the pairing of VR with a none-input-activity. Findings could also 

potentially assist developers with e.g. HOT-only devices (2.3) and motivate the development 

of single-task oriented experiences such as Life Tree (Patibanda, et al., 2017a; Patibanda, 

2017b). The issue of software/hardware limitations will also be addressed as it is an 

important aspect of the study’s validity. 

When it comes to applications (not just those in VR) made for meditation and breathing 

exercises there is a growing market with a lack of supporting research behind claims 

(Navarro-Haro, et al., 2017, p. 9) and developers are often referring to their games and 

applications with the expressions of immersion and it being an immersive experience. 

However, as we can conclude from several cases of research (Slater, et al., 2009; Jennett, et 

al., 2008; Jennett, 2010; Browns & Cairns, 2004), immersion is a common but very 

interpretable expression among non-research users. By using the modified IEQ (Jennet, 

2010, pp. 222-224) and the interpretation of immersion that goes with it we can hopefully 

avoid unnecessary confusion. 
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4 Method 

In order to approach and answer this question, a case study has been conducted. To increase 

the validity between any comparisons, a research purpose specific application was developed 

and evaluated through two pilot studies. The first pilot study was employed with the main 

intent to examine basic functionality. Table 2 gives an overview of the procedure of data 

collection from the first pilot study. This first pilot study was conducted with 6 subjects, 

evenly distributed into two groups, and the data was collected through interviews and 

observations. 

Table 2 Method of data collection; first pilot study 

 
6 Subjects Students 

 

 
Interview Observations 

Motive 
Even distribution: 

noisy/silent 
environment 

Accessible, wide 
range of 

experience 
 

Data format 
Qualitative Data 
& Quantifiable 

By-product 

Qualitative Data 
& Quantifiable 

By-product 

     
  

Int. Questions 
Preferred session 

guidance 
Positive aspects 

(app) 
Negative 

aspects (app) 
Suggestions for 

improvement (app) 

Is this app 
interesting to 

you? 
 

Observations UI navigation 
In-use 

performance 
(app) 

Battery drain 
impact (app) 

Microphone input 
functionality: In given 
condition / in general 

 

 

 

The later pilot study (table 3) was based on the initial layout of the main study. Outcomes in 

the results did in turn lead to improvements for the main study based off of the piloting 

experience; e.g. the addition of an interview to obtain data regarding the breathing exercise. 

It was conducted with 4 subjects; two for each case split into one per presentation order, and 

the data was gathered using the Jennett’s (2010) IEQ and post-observations. 

Table 3 Method of data collection; second pilot study 

 
4 Subjects Students 

Game Dev. 
Experience 

 
 

IEQ Observations 

Motive 
1 for each case: 

N-M, M-N, N-I, I-N 

Accessible, wide 
range of 

experience 

Useful for app 
feedback 

 

Data 
format 

Quantitative Data 
(and a defined 
scoring system) 

Qualitative Data & 
Quantifiable By-product 

     
  

 
 

Experience Application 
Edits & 

Improvements 
  

 
 Main data 

source 
IEQ Observation 

Feedback 
Discussion 

  
 

 Second 
data source 

Observation IEQ Observation 

  
 

 Extra data 
source 

_ _ 
Development 

Experience 
     

In the main study, interviews and observations would follow the guidelines of Østbye, et al. 

(2003, pp. 99-126). Different aspects of the data collection procedure (table 4, p. 16) would 

focus more on certain types of data as e.g. the IEQ does not regard to the performing of the 

breathing exercise, while the results from using the IEQ may give indications towards “how” 

if it is paired with an additional source focused towards collecting that type of data. It was 

conducted with 16 subjects, 8 for each case split into 4 per presentation order, and data was 

collected using Jennett’s (2010) IEQ, interviews and post-observations. 
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Table 4 Method of data collection; main study 

 
16 Subjects Students 

 
 

IEQ Interview Observations 

Motive 
4 for each case: 
N-M, M-N, N-I, 

I-N 

Accessible, 
wide range of 

experience 

 

Data format 

Quantitative 
Data 

(and a defined 
scoring system) 

Qualitative Data 
& Quantifiable 

By-product 

Qualitative Data 
& Quantifiable By-

product 

     
  

 

 
Cases 

 
Experience 

    

 
Immersion 

Breathing 
Exercise 

Application Hardware  

  Main data 
source 

IEQ Interview Observation Observation  

  Second 
data 

source 
Interview IEQ Interview Interview 

   Extra data 
source 

Observation Observation 
Development 

Experience 
Development 

Experience 
    

The additional data sought could have been done with more questions on a piece of paper, 

but the benefit with interview questions is the possibility to tailor them towards a certain 

type of data (table 5) and at the same time open up the window to a lot of information that 

may regard to other data as well. 

Table 5 Purpose of interview questions; main study 

Question(s) Data Purpose 

1, 2 Experience-related expressions 
Could be summarized and categorized into beneficial and less 
beneficial aspects 

3, 4 Focus (experience) 
Anything that positively and/or negatively affected the attention on 
the experience 

5, 6 Focus (body) 
Bodily focus straying away from the central regions; chest and 
abdominals, would indicate disturbance and/or focus in the VR 
experience 

7, 8, 13 Difficulties 
Elements and/or part of the procedure that made it easier/more 
difficult to perform the breathing exercise. 

9 Opinion on breath as a controller 
The perception on breathing activities in applications, based off of 
this experience 

10 
Opinion on breathing exercises as a 
tool 

The perception on breathing exercises capability to be useful for 
health oriented benefits, etc. 

11 
Perception on breathing exercise's 
impact on experienced immersion 

How the exercise is regarded to is relevant in order to understand 
if/how it works as a part of the experience 

14 Other comments 
Anything extra, such as comments and or other feedback that can be 
relevant to present and/or regard 

 

The experience of VR itself had to be accounted for in such a way that it can be bypassed in 

the results. For this reason Mimic Breath VR (5), hereafter referenced to as “MBVR”, was 

created around three sessions so that all cases were closely related and presented in equal 

surroundings. This way the VR experience could be approached as an optimal-circumstances 

situation (OCS) for inducing a baseline amount of potentially experienced immersion and 

hopefully negate a lot of potential external interference. Another benefit of having all cases 

carried out in the same setting is that the aesthetics should cause very limited impact 

between the experiences, down to the differences in the baseline interactions for each case 

which, in conjunction with the development experience, it should be possible to draw 

conclusions around. 
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Figure 5 The main three hardware devices used in this study 

With the scope of the study being conducted with generally accessible hardware, the 

appropriate approach to hardware used was that of an android powered yet comfortable 

HMD. Excluding the Google Cardboard (2.3.3) due to its less ergonomic design, but with 

access to a Galaxy S7 Edge (Samsung, 2016) (b, figure 5), a Gear VR (a, figure 5) was used 

with the VR application. To allow for post observations of each session from the main study, 

a Chromecast unit (Google, 2015) (c. figure 5) was used to share the screen view of the Gear 

VR to that of a HDMI-compatible screen, from which video recordings were to be made. 

The modified IEQ (Jennett, et al., 2008; Jennett, 2010, p. 220) was used as a quantitative 

measurement tool with the access to a calculation of an IEQ Immersion Score, etc. in 

accordance to the process described by Jennett (2010, pp. 222-224): 

 IEQ Immersion score (IEQ-IS); calculated by adding the values of the 31 questions, 

negating the values (swapping the values above 4 with the corresponding value 

below) of question 6, 8, 9, 10, 18 and 20. 

 Cognitive involvement factor (CIF); calculated by adding the values of question 1-4, 

17, 19, 21, 22, 25 and 29. 

 Real world dissociation factor (RWDF); calculated by adding the values of question 

6-9, 12 and 14, negating the values of question 6, 8 and 9. 

 Emotional involvement factor (EIF); calculated by adding the values of question 6, 7, 

12, 19, 23-27 and 29-31. 

 Challenge factor (CHF); calculated by adding the values of question 17, 18, 20, 22 and 

26. 

 Control factor (CF); calculated by adding the values of question 10, 11, 13-16, 21 and 

28. 

There is also the single question measure of immersion (SQMOI), a self-reported level of 

immersion that is collected at the end of the questionnaire. 

4.1 Study of functionality 

A first study was conducted with the goal to identify issues in interaction as well as examine 

indications regarding the general interest and to establish what functionality and elements of 

the application to improve upon and focus iteration towards. To accomplish this, a separate 

application (5.2) was made with a basic representation of the currently developed interaction 

as the final application wasn’t in a useable state. SSE was used in this participatory study. 
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Serving as a pilot study, these tests were mainly used to motivate changes and design 

decisions. 

4.2 Study of evaluation 

The second round of testing (6) was made with the setup and method planned to be used for 

the main study (4.3). The focus was to evaluate the current state of the application MBVR 

(5), examine the setup and layout of the tests as well as evaluate the processing and 

analysing of the results. Results were used to motivate any final design decisions in the 

application and edits in the procedure of a test session. 

4.3 Main study 

The main study was focused towards evaluating the breathing exercise as an influencer to 

immersion. The three sessions available in MBVR were used. One was working as a control 

session and the other two as separate cases; that of input and that of mimicking. Data was 

gathered using Jennett’s (2010, pp. 222-224) IEQ, interview questions and through post 

observations. Results from this stage were meant to contribute towards answering the 

research question as well as serve as a base for discussion regarding contents- and the final 

state of the developed application. 

4.4 Ethical considerations 

Results gathered in this study are under the responsibility of the author to analyse and 

present in the most transparent way possible. For that to be done, interpretations and/or 

representations of information were to the capability of the author made with care to detail 

to avoid becoming misleading. This study was using cases to make finding and the author 

has to their best accounted for the importance that the presented results are true to the 

broader picture and not forced to benefit the aim of the study. 

The work of this thesis should under all circumstances be in line with the guidelines of the 

ethics defined by Vetenskapsrådet (2002) in; Forskningsetiska principer inom humanistisk-

samhällsvetenskaplig forskning. The principles are: 

 The researcher must inform the subject about the role they fill in the study, the 

terms and conditions that apply and that the subject under any circumstances can 

interrupt or choose to not proceed with the study should they want to. 

 The subject must give their consent to partake in the researcher’s study. 

 All information regarding each subject should be handled and kept safe in a manner 

that doesn’t allow for unauthorized access. 

 Any personal information regarding individuals may only be used for the purpose 

of the research conducted. This information is forbidden to share or sell for a 

commercial and/or non-research specific purpose. 

Data gathered this study was kept anonymous and no personal information regarding age, 

gender should be possible to link to specific individual. Video recordings were used for post 

observations and the recordings were under no circumstances made public. This information 

was shared with each subject pre-, at and in post of each study. But to provide the reader 
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with clarification regarding the setups and procedures, representative illustrations were later 

created with an explanatory intent. 

Throughout this study, all subjects were students and lecturers at the University of Skövde. 

No participants were experienced with breathing exercises forehand as this requirement was 

confirmed alongside the prerequisite of certain health-factors (4.4.1). Their accessibility to 

the researcher was a great influencing factor to this decision, but they were also deemed to 

be an appropriate representation of young adults with varied nationalities, backgrounds and 

wide ranges of experience. Age and gender was not assumed to be of relevancy to the study 

as it is targeting the general public, however, these data were to be collected regardless. 

Furthermore, time-restrictions motivated a lower number of participants even thou this 

consideration in turn make findings less reliable for quantified measures. 

4.4.1 Health considerations 

Testing conducted in this study was in some ways involving hardware in contact with the 

human body and the sharing of such hardware across subjects. Due to the reason of hygiene, 

and the reason of hygiene alone, earbud-headsets that are SSE with a phone weren’t used. 

Instead, a low-budget headset with relatively noise cancelling headphones was used 

throughout this study due to it not being in contact with the inner ear. 

Another consideration that was made regarding health was that of the physical condition of 

each participant. Some of them were deemed important considerations in regards to post-

test effects such as diseases spreading via the use of the hardware. The other considerations 

were more related to the in-test condition of each subject where e.g. a breathing disorder 

such as asthma not only may affect the subject’s performance, but also adventure their safety 

as there are no medically trained personnel present. This was also the case with drugs and 

more neurologic symptoms such as narcolepsy. Subjects which physical condition was 

deemed inappropriate were not allowed to proceed into the study. The main 6 unwanted 

conditions, based on speculative analysis, were as follows: 

1. The subject has an eye disease 

2. The subject has an ear disease 

3. The subject does have asthma and/or another lung disease 

4. The subject has reportedly low blood pressure 

5. The subject is currently being treated with drugs 

6. The subject is narcoleptic 
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5 Mimic Breath VR 

The general public’s interest in investment of a VR device is important to consider. While 

there are indeed better tools for creating the optimal experience, the intention of this study 

isn’t to narrow the situation to a lab (controlled environment). The goal is to reach out to the 

common ground by staying true to the limitations that exist there. As stated by Patibanda, et 

al. (2017a, p. 1), breathing practice related research that is out there tends to gloss-over the 

design of the developed experience, thus it is relevant to declare what can be done with these 

limitations. Below is a list of interactions that are currently used by- (Yoo & Parker, 2015) 

and can be accessed with the current lowest cost VR-HDM and standard secondary 

equipment: 

1. HOT (2.3.1) 

o 360o experience 

o Look at (Gaze) 

o Tilt 

2. Microphone input (also assuming phone ships with a microphone headset) 

o Word recognition 

o Input volume recognition 

o Input time recognition 

3. Hardware interactions 

o Volume controller 

o Switch 

While being an attractive approach, Bluetooth devices are excluded in this research as they 

are sold separately and as such cannot be regarded to as SSE. Microphone input was chosen 

to be the only viable input alternative for breathing in order to stay true to the use of SSE.  

5.1 Tech Specs 

The artefact that was going to be developed in Unity (2005) to help answer the research 

question was mainly motivated by the need to fit all cases into the same setting and 

presentation as that hypothetically would eliminate these factors from having a significant 

impact on the results of the study. A design goal was to be very limited with interactions but 

have decent aesthetics. It was to consist of three sessions; a control session, a session for 

interpreting and mimicking (hence given the name Mimic Breath VR), and a session for 

input-feedback (Appendix B, p. III). In line with the G/P/S, the app was; game-based, for 

training mentally and physically, for the market of scientific research and directed to the 

general public. 

5.2 Functionality pilot 

During to the development of MBVR, the application FeedbackQue (Appendix C, p. IV), 

hereafter referenced to as FQ, was created with the intent to analyse directly noticeable 

differences between; 1) input feedback and ques as well as 2) audio- and visually based ques. 

While the look and layout of FQ had nothing to do with MBVR, it was created for exploring 

the basic limitations of the SSE’s functionality in conjunction with the software. The 

motivation for this was to take the interactions that were currently in development for 
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MBVR and put them into a piloting field test where it was possible to examine how they felt 

and functioned in the hands of a user (table 2, p. 15). 

FQ had 3 types of sessions/versions which were accessed from the application’s main menu 

(a, figure 5). The sound based session (b, figure 6) has no visual element telling the user 

when to inhale or exhale. Instead they were explained by two pre-recorded sound effects; an 

inhale and an exhale. The visual session (c, figure 6) had two elements guiding the breath of 

the user; an arrow which filled up over time and a green sign with indicated the current 

direction of breath to perform. The feedback session (c, figure 6) looked the same as the 

visual session but its exhale was controlled by the player breathing into the microphone. The 

functionalities shown in example “d” (figure 6) are as follow: 1) reset, 2) exit, 3) current 

session time (seconds), 4) currently performed full breath cycles, 5) inhale/exhale indicator, 

6) current inhale/exhale time (seconds) and 7) current inhale/exhale time indicator (fills up 

over time). 

  

Figure 6 The look and design of FQ; a) main menu, b) audio session, c) visual 
session, d) interface elements; 1) reset, 2) exit to menu, 3) session timer, 4) breaths 

counter, 5) text indicator, 6) exhale/inhale timer, 7) in-/exhale time indicator. 

A total of 6 randomly selected students at the University of Skövde, with no personal 

connection to the researcher, participated in testing the application and answering questions 

regarding its functionality and use. Three of the subjects were sat in a quiet (figure 7, a) room 

during their tests and three was sat in a public space (figure 7, b). Before the tests a basic 

rundown on the application was given. The subjects got to experience all three versions in 

the application starting with visual guidance, then audio guidance and finally feedback 

guidance. Some of the questions were asked prior to- and some after the test. All subjects 

were informed to focus on the application while testing and any relevant comments were 

noted. 
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Figure 7 Environments during functionality tests; a) silent, b) noisy 

5.2.1 Results and conclusion 

The collected data (Appendix D, p. V) indicated that audio, within the presented setting, was 

marginally easier to understand and follow along with. This was possibly due to its structure 

in comparison to the visual elements, more so than anything else. The visuals were less 

effective and the way they were presented was experienced as stressful in several cases. 

Furthermore it was concluded that microphone input was the most engaging experience but 

it was performing poorly in noisy surroundings. This implied that a noisy location is a non-

OCS (4) and that it should be avoided when dealing with microphone input. It was also 

indicated that the functionality had to be tuned further and some design decisions that came 

out of the pilot study was: 

 Motion of visual elements should be more fluid (e.g. accelerate and deaccelerate 

rather than move at a constant speed) and preferably be related to the structure of 

the audio. 

 Multiple elements with the same information presented but in different visual layouts 

and appearances should be avoided unless it makes sense thematically, in which case 

they should be accounted for with awareness. 

 While there weren’t any performance issues, it is important to account for potential 

occurrence of unexpected issues during any extended sessions, especially with the 

more performance heavy software. 

Additionally, the microphone of a phone headset is created to pick up sound in a fairly wide 

orientation range which in correlation with the dB (decibel) frequency of sound waves makes 

it very difficult to optimize the performance of the input functionality. This has therefore 

been evaluated as a factor of SSE-limitation which cannot be bypassed via software design. 

5.3 Aesthetics 

Throughout this project, 2D graphics were made using Photoshop (Adobe, 2013), 3D 

graphics were made using 3D Studio Max (Autodesk, 2015), 3D animation was done in 

Maya (Autodesk, 2016), Substance Painter 2 (Allegorithmic, 2016) was used for some of the 

texture painting and Abelton Live 9 (Abelton, 2013) was used for the creation of audio 

assets. 

The first concept was to work with a bright environment. This later changed into a dark 

backdrop with big and slightly glowing navigation buttons as the impact brighter scenes had 

on battery drain was noticeably higher. The brighter alternative was also preferably avoided 
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as according to Chu (2014) a dark background with clear to read interactive objects (figure 8, 

p. 20) is more comfortable for the eyes. However, visual decoration was added in the menu 

to bridge the existing visuals of the sessions (figure 8, p. 20). 

  

Figure 8 The early look (in editor) and final look (in VR) of the main menu 

In a session the user would be faced with a tree on a bed of flowers. The only animated 

element of the scene would be the tree. In the control session the tree had a very subtle idle 

animation which was constructed around having no implications of timing towards the 

exercise of breathing that would be paired with the experience. 

 

Figure 9 Control scene (in editor) 

In the other two sessions the tree bent backwards (from the player’s point of view) and 

returned during a cycle constructed around the basic timing of inhale to exhale in beginner 

level PLB. The difference between the interpret-and-mimic session and the input-feedback 

session was that the tree’s animation would either react to input or move through the cycle 

on its own. The pace of an individual breathing into the input-feedback experience was 

designed to be close if not identical to the pace in the interpret-and-mimic version. 

Also different from the control version (figure 9), as that had no breath to be represented or 

tracked, a wind-like visual was added (figure 10, p. 28) to enhance cognitive perception and 

lessen the element of interpretation, thus have the user focus more on mimicking. 

Conceptually, the assumption was made that the more any visuals insinuated that the player 

was producing the flow of air in the VE, a higher the level of immersion could be achieved. 
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Figure 10 Mimic/Input scene (in editor) 

5.4 Post pilot edits 

Before the final version of MBVR was produced it was edited in accordance to findings from 

two pilot studies (5.2.1; 6.4; 6.5), some of which were based on development observations 

and some of which were based on indications and results in the collected pilot data. Each 

pilot study was directed towards collecting a certain type of information relevant to its 

current part of the ongoing development. 

5.4.1 Functionality pilot edits 

As the results from the functionality testing (5.2.1) indicated that the structure of that audio 

design was a better method of guidance, it was decided to have all elements of guidance to 

ease in and ease out. MBVR also had its input solution tweaked to mainly target turbulence 

caused in the microphone. The visual elements of MBVR were limited after looking at the 

potential conflict the performance difference would have on the application as the device was 

supposed to stream the screen at the same time it was running MBVR, thus reduce the risk 

and influence of dropping framerates. 

5.4.2 Evaluation pilot edits 

From the evaluation pilot (6) it was noted that some kind of indicator of progression could 

be a beneficial addition to a session. This could potentially provide the subject with a greater 

sense of completion. With the intent to not be intrusive as with a visual clock or alike, 

growing flowers among the leaves were added as a subtle means to show time progression 

and all visual assets were faded out after a set period of time had bypassed. 
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6 The evaluating pilot study 

Tests were employed to evaluate and identify weaknesses in the current state of the 

application MBVR (5), examine the setup and layout of the tests as well as evaluate the 

processing and analysing of the data. The results were mainly used to motivate any final 

design decisions in the application and any necessary edits in the procedure of a test session. 

Participators for these tests were selected for their potential knowledge in the field of game 

development (table 3, p. 16). 

6.1 Process 

These tests were conducted around the time MBVR had reached the end of its main 

development. The application was created with the goal of achieving a degree of consistency 

between the research cases as well as host all sessions within the same boundaries, making 

for a more consistent experience. 

The first session works as a control session. It has no supporting features towards 

performing the PLB-exercise that was employed and consisted of a  tree with some falling 

leaves placed in front of the player, surrounded by a bed of foliage (figure 9, A, p. 20). All 

subjects were in one situation experiencing this session, hereby referenced to as “non-

sensory-session”. The two other sessions were the explored cases. These would be indirectly 

compared against one another with basis in the non-sensory-session. Comparing them 

directly with one another would indicate which is the preferred session and was deemed 

more likely to result in participants show bias towards a certain session based on their 

preferences rather than to reflect on their immediate perception of it. Another believed 

benefit of comparing them indirectly was that the subject is more likely to express thoughts 

the more the experiences they are comparing differ from one another, hence why the 

sessions were paired two and two with one always being the non-sensory-session. 

Furthermore, the order of presentation was expected to have an impact on the results which 

in turn motivated that each pair of sessions also had to be evaluated in the opposite order. 

The second available session was the interpret-and-mimic session, hereafter referenced to as 

“mimic-session”. In this version the tree moves at a defined pattern; bending backwards over 

the count of four (seconds) and returning over the count of two (seconds) as to simulate the 

pace of the PLB-exercise. Additionally, the mimic-session had a wind visual (figure 10, p. 21) 

to encourage the player breathing in conjunction with the trees motion. Two unique sound 

effects played throughout the cycle of motion, one at the length of the exhale and one at the 

length of the inhale, paired up to start with the initiation of each direction. 

The third available session was the input-feedback session, hereafter referenced to as “input-

session”. In this session the tree would idle like in the non-sensory-session until input was 

given. For as long as the microphone picks up a steady flow of air, the tree would bend 

backwards, till it reached the end of the animation, where it would stay until the input was 

interrupted. Thereafter the tree would return to its original shape, just like in the mimic-

session, meanwhile the sound effect for inhale was played. This became the solution to 

differentiate inhale and exhale as the inhale was troublesome to predict with the used 

microphone input, thus making it a limitation in the software’s design. 
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6.2 Evaluation 

The 4 randomly selected participants had no personal connection to the researcher and were 

second to third year game development students at the University of Skövde. A reason 

behind this was to get more relevant feedback regarding the app and its functionality as 

these subjects held a higher understanding for game development. No subject with previous 

experience of breathing exercises was approached with the study as the research is meant to 

closer reflect a perception among everyday people. However, data regarding any previous 

experience with VR-devices was collected. Before testing they would have to fill in a form of 

consent (Appendix A, pp. I-II), then each subject was sat down on a large pillow and got to 

wear the Gear VR (Samsung, 2015) and a headset. They got to experience the control session 

paired with either the mimic- or the input-feedback for 15 min/session. After each session 

they were presented with the IEQ (Appendix E, pp. VI-VII) to then finally proceed into a 

short interview with the author regarding what they just experienced. Each test took around 

an hour to conduct and no reward was granted for participation. 

  

Figure 11 Visual representation of the setup 

The sessions were recorded using two video cameras (figure 11); one recording the subject 

and the other recording the screen sharing the player’s experience. These recordings were 

viewed in post of an experiment and analysed together with a subject’s data in case any other 

relevant indications could be found. 

To assure that order of presentation was accounted for in the results, each of the four 

subjects got to experience the sessions in a different order. These orders were labelled; N-M 

(non-sensory-session – mimic-session), M-N (mimic-session – non-sensory-session), N-I 

(non-sensory-session – input-session) and I-N (input-session – non-sensory-session), with 

the purpose to visually simplify that data. 

In post of the pilot study, based on a brief feedback discussion with each subjects, it was 

decided that the sessions of the main study would be reduced from 15 to 10 minutes for the 

purpose of convenience while being motivated by that the average length of a beginner level 

breathing exercise is undefined and that the sessions used in the study by Patibanda, et al. 

(2017) was less than three minutes. This would still promote a decent time to invoke 

immersion throughout and the decision also had the long-term performance of the hardware 

device in mind. 
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Additionally, conversation with the participating subjects lead into adding interview semi-

structured questions (Appendix G, p. III) to the main study, mainly based off of feedback and 

thoughts which in turn lead into considerations regarding data that could prove relevant to 

help answer the research question, but even more so for discussion. Some of these questions 

were also employed to gather a degree of quantifiable data related to the breathing exercise 

and experience that could further strengthen any results and implications. 

Furthermore, growing flowers among the leaves of the virtual tree was added as a means of 

showing progression while still being subtle enough to not directly divert the attention of the 

subject from the breathing exercise. 

6.3 Results 

Out of the participating subjects, one defined themselves as a female, the other three male 

and two out of the four subjects had some kind of previous experience with VR. After all of 

the IEQ calculations (4) had been done, the total, average and median value for all cases 

were summarized. No subject has been excluded as their participation was in line with the 

prerequisites, thus, there are no exclusions of potential outliers in the results as such are to 

be seen as equally relevant to the research. 

 

Figure 12 Pilot - IEQ Immersion Score (31 - 217)  

While looking at a summary of the IEQ Immersion Score (figure 12), we can see that the 

input-session, regardless of when it was placed in the order of presentation, induced the 

highest experience of immersion. The mimic-session is however also distant from the non-

sensory-session, but not with the same significance. We can also see that when the non-

sensory-session was experienced as the last session in the presentation order it was inducing 

a lower degree of immersion. These results do however differ from the self-reported measure 

of immersion (SQMOI). 
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Figure 13 Pilot – Self-Reported Level of Immersion (0 – 6) 

The self-reported level of immersion (figure 13) does show that the subjects perceived the 

input-session and the mimic-session as equally immersive in subjective comparison to the 

non-sensory-session, which in one of the cases (figure 13, purple; non-sensory-session after 

an input-session) was capable to invoke a higher degree of self-reported experienced 

immersion. 

  

Figure 14 Pilot - Cognitive Involvement Factor (0 – 60) 

The cognitive involvement (figure 14) was higher in all cases that were presented as the first 

session. We can also see that the degree of cognitive involvement scored less high if the 

subject had already experienced a previous session. The non-sensory-session fell off to a 

great extent if experienced as the second session in the presentation order. 
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Figure 15 Pilot - Real World Dissociation Factor (0 – 45) 

Looking at the experience of real world dissociation (figure 15), we see that the input-

session placed last in its presentation order differed a lot from the other sessions. Another 

interesting detail to note is that the scores of the mimic-session so far have been close to 

equal in the results regardless of its position in the order it was presented. 

  

Figure 16 Pilot - Emotional Involvement Factor (0 – 45) 

When it comes to the emotional involvement (figure 16), the results are much more levelled 

between each subject, case and order of presentation. It is however still very prominent that 

the non-sensory-session was less well perceived when presented second in order among the 

subjects who got introduced with the mimic- or input-session. 
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Figure 17 Pilot - Challenge Factor (0 – 25) 

The summary of scores on the challenge factor (figure 17) does show interesting results. 

Subjects found the task of managing the breathing exercise more difficult when no guidance 

was available if they had previously experienced a mimic or input-session. Furthermore, we 

can see that the mimic-session was experienced to be the least difficult session to breathe in 

conjunction with. 

  

Figure 18 Pilot - Control Factor (0 – 40) 

Control (figure 18) was mainly experienced in the input-session. However, the results also 

show that the mimic-session delivered a sense of control greater than that of the non-

sensory-session. Scores were fairly balanced between the first-in-order sessions. 

Furthermore, the input- and mimic-session that was experienced last in order scored the 

highest. 

6.3.1 Post observations 

The post observations were made using the video recordings of each test. Editing and 

rendering the video material each session proved to be time-expensive and to some degree 

unavoidable. The video clips were edited so that they started at the same point in time and so 

that the two recorded cameras could be viewed simultaneously (figure 19). While it was 

difficult at first to identify what to look for, from observing, notes were taken whenever some 

unexpected behaviour occurred (e.g. sudden movements) which could indicated discomfort 

or reactions to externally occurring events, if there was potential external disturbance (e.g. 
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loud sounds) which could have drawn unwanted attention and if the subject faced any 

distinguishable difficulties with the application and/or the exercise at some point. Notes 

were also taken regarding their posture, focal point within the VE and the subject’s overall 

performance (mainly during the input-session). Furthermore, a general comment was given 

on the session as a whole. The observations were however kept brief as they proved to 

require a lot of time and effort to complete. 

 

Figure 19 Visual representation of the post observation setup after editing 

Subjects experiencing the input-session sometimes lost their breathing pace, but it was 

difficult to tell whether this was due to disturbance or them failing to correctly breathe into 

the microphone. There were a few situations of potential external disruption among the 

subjects, but these were not correlated with one another in time. The input-session subjects 

did also indicate that the microphone was uncomfortable to hold as there were several 

situations where they swapped between which of the hands they held the microphone with. 

This in turn indicates that they were aware of their body but also willing to adapt beyond 

their everyday concerns to continue with the exercise and VR experience. 

6.4 Discussion 

The method of collecting data has some weaknesses that must be brought to attention. First 

and foremost, not a lot is said with the IEQ unless appropriate data is collected alongside it. 

For this reason it is relevant to add an additional layer of questions to the main study. A 

consideration to make is the addition of qualitative interviews which could be employed after 

each session to focus in on the subject’s experience, but depending on the variety and detail 

sought in any answers, processing such data is going to be very time-consuming. 

Summarizing and calculating the results from the IEQ’s was a fairly quick work but 

presenting them in a way that is meaningful and easy to understand was a lot of effort. While 

the observations made for a great addition, they were time-consuming to process and 

difficult to keep at a balanced degree of relevancy. Identifying the made observations into a 

simplified categorisation could be more quantifiable, thus making it less inconsistent to 

process. The procedure of a session was also very time-consuming, but some interesting 

indications and patterns can be acknowledged as a result of how the test was conducted, 

thou it is unclear whether a more simplified approach might have given more clear results. 

Another issue that wasn’t accounted for is that the questions of the IEQ refer to the case as a 

“game” rather than the task of performing a breathing exercise in conjunction with the 

application. This may have caused for confusion and misinterpretation among the subjects, 
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and while no subject seemed confused when filling in the IEQ, a pre-clarification of what is 

referred to as “game” would be considered a must in order to reduce the potential this has to 

greatly affect the results. 

It is also unclear how much of an impact the layout of the procedure might have had on a 

subject since they were interrupted from each experience by the researcher in order to 

answer the IEQ regarding their currently played session. The fluctuating results among the 

few participants is greatly susceptible to chance and can therefore not imply towards 

anything with any level of reliability even thou there is a certain degree of consistency shown 

in the results between each case. 

An important note to make is that the design, look and layout of MBVR are main factors 

towards affecting the subject’s immersion. There were some interesting results implicating 

the need to address MBVR with some final edits, one being that of a visible progression 

which didn’t exist at this stage. This could potentially lower the risk of subjects feeling 

interrupted in their session when it is time to fill in the IEQ, as an element of progression 

throughout the duration of a session may prove to be a valid way to induce a sense of 

completion that makes an interruption less disruptive. 

Due to the content of the VR experience, the cases which should have been affected by 

external disruption the most were mainly the non-sensory-sessions as they lacked the 

addition of the breath-representing sound effects that the mimic- and input-sessions have. It 

was however difficult to attest this possibility with the low amount of participators. With 

only four subjects to compare, only two of them experiencing the mimic-session, the other 

two experiencing the input-session and none of them facing the same order of progression, 

there is nothing relatively equal to each situation with which it can be compared to draw any 

conclusions. 

In regards to the application, the video recordings did not reveal any potential and or 

unexpected issues within the hardware/software during these tests but that risk should not 

be disregarded. With a greater pool of subjects and the length of each session being around 

15 minutes there is a lot of time where unexpected issues can occur. 

Additionally, the presentation order of the sessions played a great significance in the results, 

mainly in the comparisons between the non-sensory- and input-sessions. However, whether 

that is a negative implication is difficult to attest. As it seems that beginning with the input-

session lowers the enjoyment of the non-sensory-session, and beginning with the non-

sensory-session heightens the enjoyment of the input-session, any total calculation of 

median or average score could balance out these peaks without being unfair in the 

comparison. 

6.5 Conclusion 

Looking at all of the aspects presented in the previous section, if we are to arrive at any 

interesting conclusions, we must take them into account for the main study. Any noticed 

results and indications that could be a motivation for any upcoming considerations were 

highly regarded. All collected data is referred to as “indicative” which is used to determine 

any potential changes that might be necessary prior to the main study. Technical details 

should to be looked into, such as adjustment of the input settings in the application. 
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The procedure of a session, while being a daunting amount of time, is seen as a successful 

layout to gather results. However, the time in each experience should be more in line with 

that of a beginner level breathing exercise than that of a gameplay oriented test on 

immersion as the research interest lies with the PLB-exercise’s ability to induce immersion. 

This is also motivated by the opportunity to decrease the time span of a session which in 

itself took an approximation of 60 minutes followed by an additional 60 minutes of recorded 

experience (15+15 minutes of player recording, 15+15 minutes of VR recording). 

Furthermore, adding interview questions to the current procedure would result in test 

sessions scaling beyond one hour which isn’t beneficial for neither the subject’s attention nor 

the researcher’s workload. Cutting each experience with 5 minutes alleviates approximately 

10 minutes from a procedure, thus granting room for additional questions as well as 

reducing the 60 minutes/subject of recordings for post observation to 40 minutes/subject. 

Whether it was the guidance or that there was guidance, it seems as the guidance provided in 

the mimic-session made the experience more immersive than if just being told to perform 

the breathing exercise while in a still VR space such as that of the non-sensory-session, 

possibly as a result of the differences in their aesthetics. Any indications on immersion 

gathered in these tests is however quite unreliable in regards to answering the research 

question due to the low rate of participation, but the data did provide with some interesting 

results of which to build upon for the main study. 
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7 Main study 

The main study was carried out with a few purposes in mind. It will investigate how the 

breathing exercise translates into/away from immersion, how mimicking and controlling 

input compares as experiences and how well each case was able to support the breathing 

exercise and affect the experience of immersion. 

These questions are sought to be answered by pairing MBVR with the usage of the IEQ 

immersion score (4), the IEQ immersion factors (2.2.4), an interview and video recordings 

for post observation. Each subject will experience two sessions from the application in a 

certain order and after each experience fill in the IEQ. Subjects will be divided into four 

groups with a specific order to their experiences; N-M: control followed by mimic, M-N: 

mimic followed by control, N-I: control followed by input, and finally I-N: input followed by 

control. 

Embodiment experienced from the breathing exercise would be evaluated by identifying 

what area of the body subjects were focusing on, how they physically responded to an 

experience and to what degree they found the performing of the breathing exercise to be 

difficult. 

What differ the most between this study and the evaluating pilot is the refined process of 

evaluation which is based on the experiences that were gathered in the data processing of the 

evaluating pilot. General definitions were applied around the observations to simplify the 

reading of these results. From the evaluating pilot study (6) it was also noted that the length 

of a test session optimally shouldn’t scale beyond one hour. The time in each experience is 

therefore reduced to 10 minutes, but the overall procedure of this study follows that of the 

pilot with an addition of interview questions at the end. 

7.1 Process 

Main test followed the same process as in the evaluating pilot (6.1) but with a few exceptions. 

A fully developed and revisited version of MBVR was used for the tests as the application had 

been developed solely in purpose for the research. This time MBVR’s sessions contained the 

addition of an over-time progression visual with growing flowers (figure 20) as well as a clear 

signifier that one had reached the end of a session via the fading out of all visual assets into a 

black screen. 

    

Figure 20 Step by step growing amounts of flowers 

As before, the non-sensory-session (figure 21, A, p. 31) was used as a control session to which 

the comparisons between the mimic-session and input-session (figure 21, B, p. 31) were 

made. The sessions were also pre-adjusted to run for 10 minutes each. 
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Figure 21 A) non-sensory-session visuals, B) input- or mimic-session visuals 

Additional questions had been created to follow at the end of a test session (Appendix, G. p. 

XIII). These were made to target information regarding the breathing exercise and 

information such as the bodily focus of the subject, especially since these data weren’t 

collected via the IEQ and seen as relevant to help answer the research question. 

Observations were also made in accordance to how they were produced in the evaluating 

pilot, but to help identify what to look for with each subject, the observations were at first 

simplified into categories which contained different classifications of events. These 

classifications were based around how an observation could correlate to different IEQ 

factors, which in turn would speed up the process of picking out interesting and relevant 

cases in the analysis. 

7.2 Evaluation 

The 16 participants were students and personnel at the University of Skövde, randomly 

selected and had no personal connection to the researcher. A reason for this was that they 

were more accessible during the research period and still covered a wide range of experience. 

No participating subject had any previous experience with breathing exercises and for the 

reason of reducing disturbances or malfunctions with the microphone input (5.4.1) the study 

was conducted in a silent environment. The subject was to hold the microphone of the 

headset with their hand while performing breathing input as this was the only logical way of 

approaching it through the use of SSE. Each test took roughly 45-60 minutes depending on 

how quick the subjects were to fill in the IEQ which took around 5-15 minutes to fill in after 

each experienced session. A total of 20 minutes was spent in the application with a split of 10 

minutes per session. The interview questions took roughly 5-10 minutes. Additionally, no 

compensation was offered or received for participating. 

Each test session started with the subjects being asked to approve to the terms and 

conditions (Appendix A, pp. I-II) also containing information regarding the study they were 

about to participate in and a few introducing questions. After approving the terms and 

conditions each subject was sat down on a large pillow and given roughly a minute to adjust 

the equipment and get comfortable with the menu scene in the VR application which in also 

contained a voice recorded repetition of what they had read on the paper, should they feel 

like they needed a last minute reminder. They were then informed to start a certain session 

as the researcher started the recordings and left the room. After 10 minutes the visuals of the 

session faded out into a black screen and the researcher returned in with an IEQ which the 

subject was asked to fill in. After filling in the IEQ the subject was once again sat on the 

pillow and was this time instructed to start another given session as the researcher started a 
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new set of recordings and left the room. After having filled in the second IEQ, the researcher 

and subject then proceeded into a short interview with questions (Appendix G, pp. XIV-XV) 

regarding the subjects overall experience. The total amount of 16 participants was split 

evenly with 4 subjects per main session and presentation order (N-M, M-N, N-I, I-N). 

7.3 Results 

The collected results were calculated according to the instructions from Jennett (2010, pp. 

222-224), the author of the modified IEQ (4). There were no extreme outliers in the results 

and therefore no results were excluded, especially since IEQ-data can be directly compared 

with the additional observations and interview questions to identify potential reasons behind 

any particular answer. This did however make it relevant to also calculate and look at an 

average for each case. In the following pages we will be going through initial data collected 

followed by IEQ results, observations and interview results. Tables and graphs will be used 

to present totals as well as averages of each category, formatted with the lowest and highest 

possible score for each factor in the Y-axis where the non-sensory-session can be regarded to 

as the baseline measure for being in the VE. These will be followed by a short summary. 

More detailed graphs can be found in Appendix E (pp. XVIII – XX). 

   

Figure 22 Gender and age distribution per number of participants 

Out of the 16 participants a fairly balanced split between genders was prominent, 8 female 

and 6 male, with the addition of two subjects who defined themselves as ‘other’ (figure 21, 

Gender). The age of participants ranged between 18-45 (figure 22, Participation age) with 

the median age of men being 28, of women being 25.5 and other 21.5 (figure 22, Median 

age). Out of these, 6 subjects had previous experience with VR and at least one VR-device. 
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7.3.1 IEQ results 

  

Figure 23 Immersion Score (min 31 – max 217) and average total 

When looking at the immersion score (figure 23, Comparison IEQ - IS) we can see that 

input-session invoked the highest sense of immersion, this is even more apparent when a 

total average is calculated (figure 23, Avr. Total – IEQ – IS). While it may seem as an outlier 

in the way the data is presented, N-M subject 4 is still fairly close to M-N subject 3 in the 

results, which is why employing a visual presentation of an average total as well as a 

summary the IEQ scores is a relevant decision. 

 

Figure 24 Self-Reported Level of Immersion (1 – 7) 

Compared to the IEQ immersion score, the results of the self-reported level of immersion 

(figure 24) was more in favour of the mimic-session. In the cases where the input-session 

had been experienced last in the presentation order it had been experienced as less 

immersive. Interesting to note is the consistency of the mimic-session. 
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Figure 25 Cognitive Involvement Factor (min 10 – max 70) and average total 

The cognitive involvement (figure 25) shows us that the input-session once again scores the 

highest, which becomes clearer as we look at the average total. The non-sensory-session was 

experienced to engage in low cognitive involvement. An interesting result is that the mimic-

session scored close to the input-session. Looking at the detailed results we can see that 

subject 3 during the input-session of the I-N order scored marginally higher than the 

subjects of the other input-sessions in the I-N order (figure 24, Comparison CIF, Input I-N). 

  

Figure 26 Real World Dissociation Factor (min 7 – max 42) and average total 

Looking at the real world dissociation factor (figure 26) the total average shares the same 

look in the results as the cognitive involvement factor (figure 25). However, looking at the 

detailed results, subject 3 in the non-sensory-session of the N-I order scored noticeably 
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lower than the subjects of the other non-sensory-sessions of the N-I order (figure 26, 

Comparison RWDF, Input N-I). 

  

Figure 27 Emotional Involvement Factor (min 12 – max 84) and average total 

Emotional involvement (figure 27) was generally quite low, but shows interesting results in 

the average as in this case the mimic-session and the input-session scored relatively equal. It 

is also possible to see a trend in the presented graphs thus far where if a session was first in 

the presentation order the overall perception was generally balanced between the subjects of 

each session, whereas if the session was presented last in order the results are more 

fluctuating. In the detail results we can see that subject 3 in the mimic-session of the M-N 

order, subject 4 in the mimic-session of the N-M order and subject 3 in the input-session of 

the I-N order all scored slightly above the rest of the same sessions. 

   

Figure 28 Challenge Factor (min 5 – max 35) and average total 
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The challenge factor (figure 28) does show that no session was experienced as very 

challenging. But the results also indicate that all sessions were experienced as challenging, 

however, only to a small degree. 

  

Figure 29 Control Factor (min 8 – max 56) and average total 

A level of control past the HMT was only present in the input-session. This makes the results 

of the control factor (figure 29) interesting as we look at the mimic-session which was 

capable to induce a sense of control greater than that of the non-sensory-session thou the 

only difference between them was the presentation of the aesthetics. It is also very 

prominent in this graph that individuals differs a fair bit in their perception. 

7.3.2 Quantitative interview-question results 

The interviews were semi-structured, since paired with observations, and mainly employed 

to shed light into situations where the possibilities to examine potential reasons behind 

results were very limited, also to add more insight towards the performing of the breathing 

exercise. Notes were written into a document and any specific points the subjects made were 

underlined. In the cases when the subjects had nothing to say, ‘nothing in particular’ was 

noted as a response. Several of these questions were of a more quantitative approach to grant 

a general overview on the specific session-orders, while still being interesting as individual 

results. Any additional comments from the subject were also noted with each question. 

Question 1 and two were phrased to collect expressions that could represent each experience. 

The subjects of the non-sensory sessions that were performed first considered the session to 

have been long, pretty, calm and still. Those who had the non-sensory session last were more 

negative with their wording as the word boring in several cases was used to describe the 

session. In comparison to the non-sensory session, and to one another, the mimic- and the 

input-sessions had different reactions. The input-session was referred to as fun and engaging 

while performed first, but exhausting and difficult when performed last. All in all the input-

session was referred to as challenging. The mimic-session was referred to as helpful in both 

situations when it was performed. However, it was expressed to be relaxing in more cases 

when performed last in order. 
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Question 3 “Did anything cause you to feel less focused during any experience?” (Appendix 

G, p. XIII), gave some relevant insight to what was found via the post observations (7.3.3). 

Only some of the subjects who were target to potentially disturbing events reported that they 

had lost focus due to something of such nature. About half of the subject pool reported there 

to have been nothing in particular occurring that made them feel less focused. When asked 

the opposite, through question 4 (Appendix G, pp. XIV-XVI), subjects referred to elements of 

the application, the breathing exercise or nothing at all (figure 30) and when looking at a 

summary we can see that most comments were regarding elements of the in-app experience. 

These results are relevant to further compare with the observations and the IEQ scores, 

which will be done in the next section (7.3.3). 

 

Figure 30 Summary of the interview questions 3 and 4 

The results of question 5 and 6 were summarized (figure 31) to see what part of the body 

each subject had felt the most in each session. In total, the four most common areas of the 

body were reported to be the face with some being more specific on the mouth and nose, but 

also the abdominals. We can also see that only two subjects had felt the abdominals (the 

central focus of a deep-breathing exercise) during the mimic-session while none of the 

subjects had done so during the input-session. This information will be compared with the 

observations and the IEQ (7.3.3). 

 

Figure 31 Summary of interview question 5 and 6; total and separate sessions 
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Looking at questions 7 and 8 (figure 32) we can see that the PLB-exercise was experienced as 

easy-to-perform in most sessions. What is interesting here is that the exercise in conjunction 

with the mimic-session was reported as ‘easy’ in all cases and the input-session was in a total 

of two cases experienced as more difficult. 

 

Figure 32 Interview question 7-8 

Though question 9-13 the subjects responded regarding their perception on the breathing 

(Appendix G, pp. XIV-XVI). The results of question 9 showed 13/16 of the subjects 

considering breathing to subjectively work as a game controller whereas 3/16 thought the 

opposite. To question 10, 15/16 subjects were positive in their perception towards breathing 

working as an exercise to reduce stress whereas 1/16 wasn’t. When in question 11 being asked 

if they thought the breath and breathing made it easier or harder to feel immersed, 13/16 

reported it to be easier while 3/16 reported it to be harder. Close to the same results were 

shown when they in question 12 were asked whether the breathing made them think more 

about their body and physical sensations. In this case 12/16 answered with a yes and 4/16 

answered with a no. The results of question 13 showed that the participants felt the non-

sensory-session, when compared to the mimic-session, to be the most difficult session to 

perform of the two. It also shows that the input-session to some extent felt more intrusive on 

the breathing exercise. 

At the end of the questionnaire each subject had a chance to leave any other comments. 

These were in general only a mixture of positive reactions and the suggestion to make the 

input-session more gameplay oriented. None of these comments where however seen as 

useful results for the study. 

7.3.3 Observations and detailed interview responses 

The observations were made to evaluate the likeliness of the results in the IEQ while also 

provide with information regarding how a session played out. All subjects were recorded and 

with the recordings it was possible to identify connections between results and e.g. intrusive 

events. These observations were transcribed with time stamps into text documents 

(Appendix G. pp. XIV). Due to a few factors it was reasonable to simplify the observations in 

the main study. When in time e.g. a potentially disruptive event occurred was not regarded 

by the IEQ, but how many times it occurred would be interesting to know in order to 

understand the potential magnitude of impact it has on the IEQ results for a session. The 

observations were also categorized into different types of occurrences and whether they 

should be regarded as significant or insignificant. What these were would be helpful to know 

in order to correlate reactions with the results of the IEQ, but also to correlate between the 

feeling of presence in the VR experience and the real world. Furthermore it significantly 
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simplifies the process of analysing which, while being important as one of the sources of 

qualitative data, does say very little in regards to the other data on immersion if not being 

treated as both quantitative and qualitative data. The most important qualitative data was 

expected to come from the interview questions, and pairing the qualitative knowledge 

embedded in the simplified observations with the interview results will still get us a lot of 

information to draw conclusions off of. The post observations were simplified as follows; NA 

= Nothing of significance, ADJ = Adjusted hardware/software settings, ED = External 

Disturbance (e.g. sirens, loud people), BH [L/C] = Behaviour [*Looking around a lot and/or 

*Correcting/Adjusting body posture], D [MP/BC/LP] = Difficulties [Microphone 

positioning, Breathing controller and/or Losing of pace], SI = Software issues/misbehaviour, 

and finally AD = Adaptive behaviour (e.g. moving body with the motion of an animation). 

These categories were based on the likeliness of a subject being negatively affected or 

positively indicating. Furthermore, it is important to note that while the observations were 

made with care to detail through pausing, slow-forwarding, equalizing sounds etc. to identify 

interesting information, most of what was observed was not regarded to be of any major 

relevancy. Specific cases are being examined closely, but it should be mentioned that some 

observations were disregarded (NA) and it made sense to do so as it was difficult to reliably 

tie these, if they were even being considered relevant, to any other data (Appendix G. pp. 

XIII). In order to make it easier to follow along while reading, each subject has been given a 

representing number in this section. 

The more detailed answers of each interview will be regarded to when proceeding through 

these results. Looking at table 6 we see the simplified post observations from the first 

experience combined with the individual IEQ results. We can see that the majority of 

subjects were categorized with a “significant observation” at least once. Now looking at the 

scores of each factor and comparing the ones not marked with a significant observation with 

the ones who had one, we can begin to make findings. 

Table 6 First experience – simplified post observations + IEQ results. 16 subjects (vertical), 

darker columns are subjects with at least one significant observation made 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

SESSION 1 N N N N M M M M N N N N I I I I 

IEQ-IS 88 81 105 98 133 133 141 116 104 94 87 72 145 143 157 139 

CIF 20 19 31 37 44 50 47 42 32 28 26 23 51 53 61 50 

RWDF 24 25 27 20 34 36 33 30 25 25 22 10 37 36 38 35 

EIF 34 22 27 35 45 44 52 38 35 28 24 22 47 45 50 40 

CHF 19 12 14 18 16 17 19 16 17 18 17 18 16 21 19 17 

CF 25 19 25 21 34 38 35 27 26 23 20 20 39 34 34 35 

SQMOI 3 2 4 3 5 7 5 6 4 2 3 3 7 6 5 6 

OBSERVATIONS N N N N M M M M N N N N I I I I 

Video of subject 
BH 
[L] 

NA NA ED AD 
ADJ 
[2] 

NA AD NA ED 
ADJ 
[4] 

NA NA ED NA AD 

Video of 
experience 

BH 
[L] 

NA NA NA NA 
ADJ 
[2] 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 
D 

[LP] 
NA 

D 
[BC] 

D 
[LP] 

 

Among subjects 1-4, who experienced a non-sensory-session prior to a mimic-session, two of 

them are marked with significant observations. Subject 1 was moving the head around much 

more than expected which was possible to see in both the video of the subject and in the VR 

experience. This movement is potentially a negative indication of the subject not being 

focused on the exercise, but the more so the VE. However, compared to subject 2, 3 and 4, 
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which experienced the same session presentation order, both subject 1 and 4 scored higher 

on the challenge factor (CF) and the emotional investment factor (EIF) than subject 2 and 3. 

The implication of subject 1 moving as a reaction to the VE is very possible, but that it would 

be a reliable indication is dismissed by the slightly higher EIF score of subject 4, who in 

comparison with subject 1 was observed to have faced external disturbance (ED). Taking a 

closer look at subject 4, the external disturbance was loud people in the corridor outside 

which lasted for around 2 minutes. 

When asked about their experiences through interview question 3 (Appendix G, p. XIII) 

subject 4 confirmed that they had heard the loud people outside during their first session in 

which their bodily awareness mainly was located in the facial region as they in both question 

5 and 6 referred to their mouth as the part of the body they did feel the most. It is however 

difficult to attest whether there are any implications from this situation that the non-sensory 

session is lacklustre due to the additional aesthetic in the mimic- and input-sessions as it in 

this case was experienced first. 

Subject 1 had a different experience where they throughout the first session had an itching 

toe that constantly drew their attention. The observation of this subject did not show any 

indication towards this toe, nor did the subject at any point try to relieve themselves from 

the annoyance. A reason to this act was however not further examined but in relation to the 

answer they gave to question 7 (Appendix G, p. XIII) regarding how easy/difficult the task of 

breathing was to manage they did not only say it was easy, but also conclude that they could 

focus on it solely, which is contradictory. In the second session subject 1 had a greater time 

and expressed in question 4 that the breathing, in both sessions, kept them focused and 

through question 6 that they in session 2 had felt their abdominals the most. Comparing this 

with the results of their IEQ they both scored very high (in comparison to other’s results) on 

the immersion score (IS) and also reported a high self-experienced immersion (SQMOI) 

(table 7). Also interesting to note is that subject 1, 2 and 4 all were adapting the motion of the 

tree with their body. This did however not happen during any non-sensory-session, which 

indicates that the breathing exercise itself wasn’t causing this cognitive behaviour. Subject 3 

had a software issue occur at a point in time during session 2 where the tree’s movement 

suddenly froze for a few seconds without any reasons as to why. This occurrence was not 

regarded to by subject 3 in the interview and did not seem to have caused any significant 

impact on their results when compared to the other three subjects of the same session-order. 

Table 7 Second experience – simplified post observations + IEQ results. (rep: 16 subjects 

(vertical), darker columns are subjects with at least one significant observation made) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

SESSION 2 M M M M N N N N I I I I N N N N 

IEQ-IS 130 120 131 147 79 80 85 76 144 152 139 139 78 99 82 78 

CIF 47 40 42 50 20 20 21 20 46 53 51 45 19 28 22 21 

RWDF 31 28 31 28 26 16 22 18 37 35 28 33 16 13 17 18 

EIF 47 44 44 52 30 26 33 22 43 46 44 44 24 31 23 15 

CHF 17 14 17 14 15 16 16 15 19 17 20 20 15 15 16 16 

CF 31 31 31 39 21 25 18 19 38 40 36 30 14 26 19 23 

SQMOI 5 6 5 7 2 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 2 5 4 3 

OBSERVATIONS M M M M N N N N I I I I N N N N 

Video of subject AD AD NA AD ED ED NA NA AD NA 
ADJ 
[3] 

NA NA ED NA NA 

Video of 
experience 

NA NA SI NA NA NA NA NA 
NA - 
Great 
Pace! 

D 
[LP] 

D 
[LP] 

D 
[BC] 

NA NA NA NA 
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Among subjects 5-8, who in comparison to subject 1-4 began with the mimic-session, two of 

the subjects were target to external disturbance during session 2 (table 7). In the first 

session, subject 6 had been adjusting the volume and the lens-focus of the device, but a 

reason for this was never implicated in the other results and could not have been a 

significant occurrence as the subject gave a high self-reported immersion score (SQMOI) 

while also scoring fairly equal to the other subjects of the same session. Another interesting 

result was the high score on emotional investment that was reported by subject 7 which 

frankly isn’t reflected in any of the other results. 

Among subjects 9-12, who experienced the non-sensory-session prior to an input-session, 

there were no particular outliers in the results of the first session, but subject 10 did report 

having heard an emergency vehicle passing by which also was noted from their observation. 

The vehicle had been an ambulance that passed by at the later part of the first session, which 

possibly may have been one of the reasons to why it was mentioned. Generally, the input-

session scored higher across these subjects, and subject 13-16, than those of the mimic-

session (subject 1-8). Furthermore, during session 2, subject 9-12 scored the highest average 

immersion score (IS), yet in comparison to the mimic-session subjects (1-8) their self-

reported level of experience of immersion scored far less, an unexpected contradiction in the 

results. 

Among subjects 13-16, who experienced the input-session first, several significant 

observations were noted during their input-session. This was also the case for subject 9-12 

and their input-session. Subject 13 suffered from difficulties with maintaining the input pace 

and responded to question 7 by referring to the input-session as difficult and that they had a 

hard time focusing on the breathing pattern. While they did consider the non-sensory 

session to be much calmer, which also could be seen in the observations made, they did refer 

to it as “boring” and “inactive”. Subject 13 was however not alone in considering the input-

session to be challenging or difficult as subject 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 16 all referred to the 

input-session roughly the same way, with the exception of subject 12 considering the 

experience to have been “buggy”. Subject 12 was observed to have found the breathing 

control to be a challenging task in itself. During their second session they had at several 

occasions picked up the microphone with both hands and tried to aim into it with their 

breath in a proper way. This does however not indicate anything in particular as there are 

several reasons as to why they faced that issue. 

An interesting note is that only two subjects during the input sessions had felt their hands 

the most, possibly as they were holding the microphone as well as receiving the flow of air, 

but this was not the case with the other 6 subjects who also experienced the input-session. It 

is however difficult to attest any reasons behind these 6 subjects, neither from the 

observations nor the interviews. 

7.4 Discussion 

Data that were collected at the beginning of a test was regarding age, gender and previous 

VR experience. The information was not essential to answering the research question but it 

was within reason to collect if these data would have added to the findings, especially since 

the near to equal divide of gender participation could have made for an interesting 

comparison. But while such results were of no significance towards answering the subjective 
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research question, a presented comparison would make for its own case and also render the 

findings of this study to be more based in gender comparison instead of the inclusive nature 

it is targeted towards. The consideration of directly comparing the mimic-session against the 

input-session might have seen more beneficial for indications towards what elements work 

best with a certain experience, but such a study would also have to focus down more on these 

elements as individual cases, which potentially would end up rendering it a huge task to take 

on while also making it difficult to attest any claims and/or implications. 

The participants for the study were selected based on availability and their suitability in 

regards to the fundamental health-requirements that were applied to the study for the safety 

of all subjects. A portion of the subjects had previous experience with VR but this did not 

turn out to be an evident factor in the results. A silent surrounding was selected to be an OCS 

for the testing. This was supported by the motivation to have uninterrupted functionality 

with the breath input as this was sensitive to noise-disturbance, an evident issue that did 

arise with how the employed application was built around the use of SSE. Furthermore, a 

relaxing experience was assumed to be better accompanied by limited interference from the 

surrounding. 

MBVR’s design and look were built around having a minimalistic VE to reduce the load on 

performance as well as limit the amount of elements that had to be taken into account during 

the analysis. Visual elements were of course based in the creator’s subjective interpretation 

of a small-scale and relaxing setting. As the format of a session was based around a research-

subjective beginner-level PLB-exercise, the participating subjects were mainly approached 

for not having any previous experience with breathing exercises. This was also done to level 

the playfield for the results. 

The IEQ (Jennett, 2010, pp. 222-224) was considered greatly successful in regards to 

collecting directly readable data of relevancy to the research. But only comparing the IEQ 

scores of the mimic-session and input-session with one another doesn’t shed light over the 

full picture. We tried to delve into individual cases to identify potential reasons behind each 

result. This was also relevant to do as there is no way of telling the scale of difference 

between the experience of immersion between the N-M/M-N sessions and the N-I/I-N 

sessions, especially since a number in a Likert scale is subjective to the participant. It was 

however accounted for to some degree when designing the sessions in the application as the 

two compared cases were identical down to the difference of having control or not. In this 

case we can only assume that the comparison became fair in regards to what considerations 

were made and how the study was conducted. A comparison where one take the non-

sensory-session as a baseline to compare the results between the mimic- and input-sessions 

off of (figure 33) does visualize the results of them better, but does not give us any more 

relevant information. It can however be speculated that the results on the EIF (emotional 

investment factor) might have been caused by the changes in the aesthetics as both the 

input- and mimic-session scored nearly identical results, it is however not reasonable to 

draw any conclusions as to why. 
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Figure 33 IEQ results with non-sensory-session as score base (non-sensory-score 
– factor max score) 

As the post observations were simplified it can be argued that they could have been 

presented with greater care to detail, for example by not summarizing the session as whole 

but rather present what occurred over every minute down to the span of actual points in 

time, which to some degree was done in this paper. However, as the amount of data for the 

study was already going to be substantially large, any additional data would have been more 

troublesome to process and summarize. Furthermore, as the data (7.3.3) showed, these 

results held some essential information towards helping to answer the research question, 

thus it was reasonable to collect the data since it held useful and unexpected information 

when paired up with other sources of data. 

With interview questions of both qualitative and quantitative nature applied at the end of a 

session it was possible to obtain more detailed information regarding the breathing exercise, 

how it was to perform and a subject’s experience of presence in the VR environment. The 

addition of these results also added insight towards a subject’s interoceptive awareness (how 

they experienced their body)/embodied presence (how much they experienced being in their 

own body) (2.3) and how much they noticed and/or felt affected by observed events. 

Optimally, each subject should also have been interviewed regarding their answers in the 

IEQ’s to fully delve into their experience and reasoning. This would however have ended up 

becoming more time-consuming on top of the already long and complicated research 

approach and data processing, while gaining a very little addition of useful data towards 

answering the research question. 

It is fair to speculate that a longer period of evaluation, where the subjects would get used to 

performing the breathing exercise on a regular basis, potentially would show very different 

results. But an approach of that magnitude would be very time- and resource demanding, 

thus, examining the common ground of everyday consumers was a more realistic approach 

for this study as these subjects also better represented the targeted market, that of breathing 

exercise beginners. 

As a segment-ending speculation, it is possible that the readings in the results show a 

diversity of range due to the simplicity of the application. An experience with more content 

and interaction might hypothetically have levelled out the results between each subjects of a 

certain session order, especially as more elements of such an experience could be taken into 

consideration. But this would also result in there being many factors to the immersion 
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caused that bridge into one another thus being marginally more difficult to predict, analyse 

and present. 

7.5 Conclusion 

The effect on immersion and the feeling of presence from performing a PLB exercise while 

mimicking or controlling the interpretable aesthetics of MBVR are few. Overall, the 

experience of mimicking scored close to that of having input with feedback. The way they 

differentiated from the control experience was a predesigned factor. While being equal down 

to the difference of a subject either having or not having control in the VE, the input- and 

mimic-sessions were still very different experiences; mainly due to the intrusive nature that 

the attention which was diverted towards being in control had on the focus towards 

performing the breathing exercise that was maintained in conjunction with each experience. 

Mimicry was consistent throughout the results and was never regarded as difficult. 

Furthermore, it was effectively promoting the breathing exercise as it in at least 2/8 cases 

had the subject experience their abdominal regions the most during a session, a result that is 

regarded to as a positive indication towards their interoceptive awareness. 

Input was more engaging, generally more challenging/difficult but also the most immersive 

according to the IEQ immersion score (IS). But compared to the mimic-sessions input was 

not capable of delivering the same high score on the self-reported measure of immersion 

(SQMOI) with equal consistency as it was not regarded to be as immersive in the cases where 

it had been the last session in the presentation order. However, the idea of a microphone as a 

controller device was generally quite positively perceived, but any limitations in the 

hardware were at this point not indicated beyond what was already concluded during the 

development of the artefact (4). Only the input-session was subject to these issues and they 

were prominent consistently throughout all tests. 

Finding the breathing exercise easy to perform partially suggests that the subject could put 

more effort towards focusing on it, this becomes evident when looking at how the subjects 

perceived the non-sensory- and mimic -sessions. The overall mimic-session results reported 

there being a marginally high sense of control (7.3.1) in comparison to the non-sensory-

session, an outcome that indicates that they experienced the aesthetics in the mimic-session 

helpful towards performing the PLB-exercise. Furthermore, in both the mimic -session and 

non-sensory-session there were subjects who reported having felt their abdominals the most 

during their experiences, which in turn indicates that their bodily focus during of the PLB-

exercise was correctly maintained (Edwards, 2005, p. 9; Navarro-Haro, et al., 2017; 

Patibanda, et al., 2017b, p. 2). As the most commonly felt part of the body was the face it can 

be speculated that the bodily focus became grounded between the senses taking in the VR 

experience and the interoceptive awareness from performing the breathing exercise. 
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8 Conclusion 

Regarding the research question “How does the effect on immersion and the feeling of 

presence from performing a PLB-exercise in a VR experience compare between mimicking 

and controlling interpretable aesthetics?” a few things were concluded in the previous 

segment (7.5). 

Regarding the PLB exercise it was found that the sessions which best promoted the correct 

bodily focus was the non-sensory-session, which acted as the control-case, and the session 

for mimicking as these had some subjects feeling their abdominals. 

Regarding immersion and the feeling of presence it can be concluded that the experience of 

immersion provided by performing the PLB-exercise in MBVR was mediocre. Several cases 

pointed towards that the experience of presence mainly was connected in the real world. 

When compared from the cases presented in this study, mimicking and controlling were 

fairly equal in their capability to induce a sense of immersion. Regarding mimicking it can be 

concluded that it can be an immersive experience, which in this case was supported by the 

condition of it being done in conjunction with a single-task oriented experience. In general, 

mimicking was experienced to be beneficial towards performing the paired up breathing 

exercise. Furthermore, it added a sense of control, but whether this was related towards 

performing the breathing exercise or being a feeling of control within the VE was never 

examined. 

Regarding the controls it can be concluded that having to control an experience with the use 

of breath is less beneficial if the goal is to achieve what the breathing exercise itself is 

purposed for. It can however also be concluded that having control makes the task of 

maintaining the breathing exercise more enjoyable. Additionally, designing aesthetic 

elements to clarify how something subjective is meant to be perceived can be concluded to 

relieve the weight of having to interpret information. 

SSE has several weaknesses. Firstly, an application for Android VR is very limited in 

performance and as the android updates occur quite regularly it’s not uncommon that 

software can become out of date and/or stop functioning. Secondly, the microphone of a 

phone headset is not a delicate piece of equipment and has a wide pickup field. Additionally, 

for an Android phone to process sound in an application the input must first be recorded and 

then replayed while being analysed by the software which is supposed to use it, this does 

sometime make for unexpected dysfunctionality, especially if the software is performance 

heavy on the device. 

8.1 Summary 

Three tests were carried out to investigate immersion in the context of performing a 

breathing exercise paired with mimicry or input control. They were all assigned with unique 

target points for the research. The first two worked as pilot studies towards the conducting of 

the third; the main study. 

The first pilot was conducted with a separately developed application which consisted of- 

and targeted the core functionality that the main research artefact was supposed to consist 

of. 6 participants in two different surroundings (noisy/silent) were used for the tests and the 
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results indicated that a noisy environment, in accordance to the software-hardware 

limitation, wasn’t going to be beneficial for finding answers during the main study. 

The second pilot was conducted with the intent to examine the procedure which was planned 

to be used for the main study. A version of the final artefact was employed and a total of 4 

participants with experience in game development were used. The results showed 

indications of what could have been the outcome of the main study and also that a 

progression indicator was to be a useful addition to the artefact. It was decided that the time 

spent in a session in the artefact would be reduced from 15 to 10 minutes. The processing of 

data suggested to make some simplifications in areas where less relevant data was obtained, 

this did in turn allow room for additional data to be collected in their place.  

The main tests used a final version of the developed artefact to evaluate and compare the two 

approached cases as well as to investigate how well the breathing exercise worked in 

conjunction with the VR experience. The procedure, process and collecting of data was 

altered according to information and findings from the two pilot studies. A total of 16 

participants with no previous experience of breathing exercises were used. Outcomes from 

the results showed that the experience of mimicking was immersive, close to the degree of 

having actual control. Having control was more immersive, but mimicking promoted the 

performing of the breathing exercise, which contributed with a greater sense of presence, 

thou, more so in the physical space. 

8.2 Reflections 

During the first pilot study it was concluded that the microphone as a SSE component was 

evaluated to have limits as it made the reading of input, even when revisited and better 

tuned, sensitive to a lot of noises regardless. This was part of the research approach, to 

examine the cases around this type of hardware. Thou in most cases this became an evident 

burden that put limitations on a lot during the research. 

The idea to approach a breathing exercise came with several benefits and drawbacks. Firstly, 

serious games in general, the decisions of not finding a large pool of breath-oriented games 

and applications to compare made a lot of what became MBVR tied to findings in other 

research and on-the-go solutions during the development. However, it is not very easy to 

attest that this approach was more/less beneficial to the purpose of the study. 

In general, if the study had been conducted today, a lot would possibly be done differently. 

But, not because of this method being e.g. poorly executed or too expansive, etc. More so for 

the reason to compare this study with what could be found out with another method, which 

later could lead to an even better method to approach the same concept with. Thus, each 

time potentially making new and more relevant findings that could not be discovered 

through the limitations that were evident in this thesis. 

8.3 Discussion 

This study evolved around a single-task activity, namely a PLB-exercise. The single-task 

activity was accounted for in an interactive situation by being directly implemented to it. 

Failure in managing the task was therefore more evident for those whose performances were 

directly related to receiving feedback. 
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As mimicry is a about the illusion of being someone/something else for a time (Caillois, 

2001/1958, p. 23), the level of experienced immersion was an appropriate way of telling how 

well the concept of mimicking worked out. This coralline well with that immersion is 

achieved by removing/replacing real world sensations with those of a targeted experience 

(Mestre, et al., 2006, p. 1). Breathing, as a sensation in the physical space, was at least made 

possible to be replaced to an extent via subjective interpretation. 

What effect the visuals might have had on the players experience is not addressed in this 

study, but some design considerations where made in conjunction with UXD (Chu, 2014) 

and the philosophy of colour therapy discussed by Patibanda (2017, pp. 16-17) where it is 

mentioned that green (which was the most prominent colour throughout the VE of a session 

in MBVR) is thought to have a stress reducing effect. 

Restricted to the context of this research, it can be speculated that if a high degree of flow 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) (2.2.2) is experienced when having control over the VE; between 

the experiences of mimicking and controlling, the difference would mainly be a sense of 

achievement. This speculation is based on the fact that the session for mimicking reflects 

what an optimal performance of the input session would look like, within the context of the 

VE that is. It can however not be drawn as a conclusion due to how the study was conducted 

and because of the many possible variables that goes into making such a claim. 

It can be argued that immersion isn’t something that occurs instantaneously if we are to stay 

true to the claim by Brown & Cairns (2004) that the experience of immersion has three 

levels; engagement, engrossment and total immersion. Thus, it is not possible to attest that 

the 10 minute sessions were either too short, just enough or too long for inducing an optimal 

level of measurable immersion. However, they seem to have been enough to result in 

indicative data.  

In terms of the interoceptive awareness (Heeter & Allbritton, 2015), the findings on bodily 

focus might possibly have been a result of to how breathing exercises are meant to make you 

feel more connected with the self and the physical sensations of your body. This is a 

speculation with basis in that the most common felt areas of the body were parts of the face, 

the bridging area between the abdominals (optimal focus point for most breathing exercises) 

and the VR experience (temporarily shrouding our senses of vision and hearing in another 

“dimension”).  

The final artefact became an experience intersecting the fields of mimicry- and agôn-

oriented games (Botte, Matera, Sponsiello, 2009, pp. 18-19). To some extent this was 

achieved by pairing the app with the exercise, but only the input-session was truly an actual 

in-game combination of these two game oriented fields. One could argue that the contents of 

the application reassembled the idea of an instruction video. However, a video probably isn’t 

going to make you feel the same connection to an exercise compared to when it is performed 

in conjunction with VR. It is also possible to argue that the existence of videos with a 360o 

presentation render the previous statement invalid, to which it is possible to confirm that 

while such videos exist, they have yet to become interactive 3D experiences. Creating an 

application around performing an exercise by for example mimicking someone/something 

also makes it possible to manipulate that experience beyond the exercise, which 

hypothetically makes it more accessible and adaptable via e.g. customizable features 

(colours, props, locations, sounds, music, etc.), something that pure video content is lacking. 
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As an ending comment of consideration in the main section of this discussion; results in this 

study cannot be regarded to as indicative towards any long-term outcomes as it was 

conducted with beginner-level subjects and for a short amount of time. Furthermore, any 

comparisons between subjects cannot be regarded as completely reliable. What was taken 

into consideration in the context of this study might have helped relieve this issue a bit, but 

subjects are still unique individuals with individual preferences and perceptions. While there 

probably are enough data collected to allow for a deeper analysis and potentially provide for 

more findings that could be of interest as well as a more expansive speculation, resources 

and time restrictions put restrains on what was possible to produce during the final span of 

this thesis project. 

8.3.1 Ethical discussion 

It is always important to consider the broader view. This study is to some extent directed 

towards the general public with a future goal to be helpful to certain individuals there within. 

While the aim is to reach out with development of applications for coping with panic- and 

stress disorders, the route there is not an easy one to traverse as several layers of ethical 

considerations has to be made, not just regarding the subjects for such studies, but also 

regarding the risks e.g. faulty hardware/software bring to the table and how damaging any 

form of misconception and/or disregard can have both long- and short term for participants 

as well as the actual end-product users. 

As long as the data that is collected for this kind of study is kept anonymous and unavailable 

to anyone but the researcher it should hypothetically and optimally be possible to regard to 

that factor as “safe”. But there are no guarantees at either end of the spectrum and a 

researcher, as well as those they research in benefit for, should at all times be aware that they 

are putting morals, people and their self-perceptions at a certain risk. Lastly, staying true to 

the truth above the research is possibly the most important consideration of it all. Everything 

has a tail end that can be bitten, the lesser the bite, the lesser the pain if the bite wasn’t a 

successful chew into the right approach. 

8.4 Future Work 

A continuation of this work should to a greater degree examine potential reasons behind the 

outcome in these results. In many cases it was unclear what was a reason behind the results 

even thou things were accounted for in advance and kept relatively simplified to allow for 

more predictability. The experience of presence was also not represented very well in the 

context of this thesis due to how and what data that was collected. This was a definite flaw in 

how this study was conducted and should to a greater extent be considered in any 

proceedings. 

With further research conducted with more backing research in mimicry and cognitive 

science it should be possible to more clearly evaluate mimicry as a consideration to having or 

not having control in specific experiences, e.g. that of a therapeutic application. Both this 

research and a continuation should be of some assistance to researchers within the field of 

serious games as well as market developers with focus towards mental health and well-being. 

The long term aim is to direct the study towards an investigation of the effects mimic-

oriented breathing exercise experiences can have on people with panic- and stress disorders, 
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both within and without the context of VR. But such a study is surrounded by ethical 

considerations and should not be conducted without proper background. 

It would be interesting to study the aesthetics used in the VE and their effect on immersion 

as these mainly were based around the creator’s interpretations of other research and their 

experience from game development. This could also include the UXD of the application. Any 

findings on this behalf should be useful for any niche developers to provide towards more 

well-informed decisions. Another consideration would be to conduct this study with a 

different approach, e.g. with the design of more interpretive and less explaining aesthetics. 

As the market grows it should be relevant to further examine breathing exercises being 

paired with VR. Any claims that are currently made can always benefit from more backing 

research being conducted as well as new perspectives being presented. This may grant a 

better understanding as of why and what makes experiences work in a certain way, thus 

benefiting both the developer and their customer. 
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Appendix A -  Terms and Conditions 

 

This paper is a contract between you and the researcher that 1) should give you any relevant 

information regarding the study you are about to participate in, 2) binds the researcher to keep your 

data anonymous and only use it for the goal of the study. Recordings and/or still images taken during 

a session will only be used for post observations and will under no circumstances be presented in the 

final paper. Should you at any point want to interrupt, cancel and/or choose not to proceed, regardless 

of reason, you are free to do so. 

 

You are about to participate in a study about breathing and immersion. The goal of this study is to 

examine how mimicking compares to having control, in this case in a VR application. The full test 

session will take approximately 40-60 minutes. Your sessions will be recorded by two video cameras; 

one of you and one of what you see during your session in VR. 

You will be asked to perform ‘pursed lip breathing’, a breathing exercise that works like this: 

- You inhale via your nose, over the count of two 

- You exhale via your mouth while pouting with your lips, over the count of four (doubled inhale time) 

You will be wearing a Samsung Gear VR unit together with a headset. The application you are about 

to use is only controlled by breathing into the headset microphone; all navigation buttons are large 

and once you look at one you exhale until the activation-bar fills up in order to activate it. 

 

You will be experiencing two sessions in the application (information regarding which will be given to 

you by the researcher) for approximately 10 minutes each. In each session, sit relaxed and look 

ahead. Focus on your breathing at all times. 

Once a session is experienced you will be notified by the researcher and get to fill in a Likert-scale 

form regarding your experience and how immersed you felt. 

 

By signing this paper I agree with and guarantee that I have read the Terms & Conditions and that I have been 

given all necessary information about the study I am about to participate in. I further more guarantee that I am 

in a healthy condition and have no diseases or illnesses that may adventure my own and/or others safety as 

well as the results of the study. 

Signature:     Date (and year): 

___________________________    __________________ - __________ 



 II 

Fill in this form once you’ve read and signed the Terms & Conditions. 

* Circle your answer 

 

 

What sessions are you taking? N-M M-N N-I I-N 

 

Age: 18-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46+ 

 

Gender: Male Female     Other 

 

Do you have previous experience with Virtual Reality?       Yes No 

 

If yes, what device(s)? 

Oculus Rift 

HTC Vive 

PlayStation VR 

Android VR: Google Cardboard, Google Daydream, Samsung Gear VR, etc. 

Other(s) _________________________________________ 
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Appendix B -  MBVR Technical Specifications 

Mimic Breath VR: Technical Specifications Document 

Development specifications for prototyping of- and Mimic 

Breath VR: 

Developer/Software Architect: 

 Kevin Vingéus (Impbyte Interactive) 

Software: 

 Development Platform: Unity 3D (Private Edition) 

+ Android development kit extensions: 

o NDK 

o SDK 

o JDK 

 3D Modelling: Autodesk - 3D Studio Max (Student 

Version) 

 3D Animation: Autodesk - Maya (Student Version) 

 2D Visuals: Adobe Photoshop (CS5, CS6) 

 Texturing: Substance Painter 2 

 Audio Editing: Abelton Live 

 Audio Middleware: Fmod Studio 

Hardware: 

 Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge (Android 7.0+) 

 Samsung Gear VR (2016) 

 Headset 

Code Specifications: 

 Programming Languages: 

o C# 

o Java Script 

 Programming software: Mono Develop (Unity Built-

in) 

Software Specifications: 

 Exhale and inhale detection: Microphone 

thresholds are set to min: [value], max [value]. Min 

value equals the minimum input value to count as 

an exhale while max value equals the maximum 

output value for a relaxed exhale.  

 Animations & Effects: In the: 

o … input version the animations are being 

played and blended into each other. The 

longer the player’s exhale takes the 

further the animation goes. When the 

player does no longer exhale (input read 

as inhale) the animation for inhale is 

played which is resetting the bend of the 

virtual tree to its original position, then 

loops an idle animation for the mean 

time till the player once again exhales. 

During exhale a sound effect is played. 

During inhale a sound effect is played. 

Particles play from around into the 

centre of visual field when player 

exhales.  

o … interpretive (mimic) version the same 

animations and effects as the Input 

version has plays, but at a set (not affect 

able) pace and pattern. 

o … none version a special idle animation 

plays. 

 Menu management: Blowing into the microphone 

for [seconds] while hovering with reticle (VR version 

of cursor component) over a button will trigger it. 

o Functionality: The menu is built in 3D 

and reacts to a raycast going straight out 

from the camera’s centre position. The 

raycast activates/deactivates the 

buttons, which move closer to the 

camera when hovered. 

o Hovering: While over a button a “button 

hover indicator” appear that fills up while 

an exhale is performed. A sound effect is 

played when a button is being hovered. 

o Activation: If the activation time reaches 

its activation reading value, the 

activation time is reset to 0 at the same 

time as the button is activated. 

 Task misbehaviour feedback: Moving camera out 

away from the preferred view (which would indicate 

moving the torso and/or bending the neck into an 

unwanted and potentially straining position) causes 

the skybox to fade black. 

 Breathing Rhythm: If pace of breath is faster than 

one exhale (exhaleTime) every [float value] 

(preferedExhaleTime) seconds and the inhale 

(inhaleTime) is being shorter than half of the exhale 

time (prefInhaleTime) then the game gives the 

player feedback to indicate that something is off by 

interrupting current activity with the next (to 

enhance the experience of lost pace). 

 Navigation: There are 3 sessions. Each session has a 

Return to Menu button. The menu has two layers; 1) 

Top menu: Start new session (Sub layer: None 

Session, Interpretive Session, Input Session, Return 

to Menu), Credits (Sub layer: Return to Menu), Info 

(Voiced information regarding PLB), Exit (Closes 

application). 

 Music: Very basic music plays throughout the 

applications scenes to provide a distraction from the 

outside world when wearing a headset. But also to 

set a mood for the experiences. 

 Initiation: Each scene has a black overlay that fades 

away when the scene is fully loaded (e.g. the menu) 

and a session begins (e.g. session scenes). 
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Appendix C -   FQ Technical Specifications 

FeedbackQue: Technical Specifications Document 

Developer/Software Architect: 

 Kevin Vingéus (Impbyte Interactive)  

Software: 

 Development Platform: Unity 2D (Private Edition) 

+ Android development kit extensions: 

o NDK, SDK, JDK 

 2D Visuals: Adobe Photoshop (CS5, CS6) 

 Audio Editing: Abelton Live 

Hardware: 

 Samsung Galaxy S7 

Edge (Android 7.0+) 

 Headphones with 

microphone 

*Code Specifications: 

 Programming 

Languages: 

o C# 

o Java Script 

 Programming 

software: Mono 

Develop (Unity Built-

in) 

Software Specifications: 

 Breathing pace: From background research a 

beginner level pace pattern was found; 2 seconds 

inhale, 4 seconds exhale. This pattern will be the 

same for all versions of the application 

 Exhale detection: Anything that registers above a 

certain input volume and continues for more than 1 

second is considered an exhale. An exhale should be 

doubled the length that of an inhale. 

 Inhale detection: After the first exhale performed, 

an inhale is seen as the time passing between each 

exhale + an added pause value of 0.5 seconds. 

 Consecutive breath: Each consecutively performed 

breath that follows the rules of an optimal breath 

(exhale time being doubled that of the inhale time) 

should be added to a number of the currently 

performed amount of optimal breaths taken. 

 Notifications: 

o If an inhale has been performed, the 

optimal exhale time should be that of the 

inhale time -0.5 seconds, times two: 

optETime = (iTime – 0.5f)*2 

o If the optETime is higher than eTime (the 

exhale time of the user’s current exhale) 

the application won’t register the breath 

as being a successful optimized breath 

performed. 

o The current time of a session should be 

available on screen at all times. 

Cases: 

1. Audio Que 

o The audio que version has a sound 

playing for when an inhale or exhale 

should be performed. 

2. Visual Que 

o The visual que version has an animation 

playing at the indicator of inhalation or 

exhalation depending on which of them 

that should currently be performed. 

3. Feedback Que 

o The feedback version has a visual 

animation playing at the indicator of 

which breath is being taken once an 

inhale or exhale is performed. It also has 

a sound playing each time an inhale or 

exhale is being performed. 

 Controls: 

o There should be a menu with four 

options; 1) start new breath test [Audio 

Que], 2) start new breath test [Visual 

Que], 3) start new breath test [Input-

Feedback] and 4) exit application. 

o In the session scene there should be 

three buttons available at all times; 1) 

start, 2) reset and 3) exit to menu. 

o Start – activates the session once the 

user performs an initiating exhale in the 

microphone. 

o Reset – restarts the session by reverting 

all values back to 0 and waiting for Start 

to be re-initiated. 

o Exit to menu – exits the current session 

and returns the user to the main menu. 

 Simplified example of the visual-que version 

functionality: 

o eTime = (iTime – 0.5f) * 2 

o if (exhale == true) 

{eTime increases the eTime-slider value 

over time towards the iInd (inhale 

indicator) object} 

o if (inhale == true) 

{iTime increases the iTime-slider value 

over time towards the eInd (exhale 

indicator) object} 

o if (having reached eInd) 

{exhale = true; inhale = false} 

o if (having reached iInd) 

{inhale = true; exhale = fals
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Appendix D -  Pilot interview questions and results 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

       Age: 22 19 23 31 27 24 

Gender: male transgender female male female female 

Environment: Noisy Noisy Noisy Silent Silent Silent 

       
How would you 
compare the different 
versions? Pick which 
one you preferred out 
of: 

      

Feedback - Audio: Feedback Audio Audio Audio Feedback Audio 

Reasons: 

The sound wasn't 
very pleasing, 

feedback felt more 
like fun a challenge 
thou it was hard to 

get it to react 

The sound was 
much more helpful 

in regards to the 
very unresponsive 
feedback version 

It was difficult to 
make the 

feedback work 
and it felt way too 

"buggy" to be a 
useful tool 

The audio version 
felt more relaxing. 
It took less effort 
to perform and 
understand the 

breathing 

Don't enjoy the 
sound of a man 

breathing into my 
ears. Feedback 

was fun and 
engaging 

While it was interesting 
to control with breath, 
it did prove much more 
demanding and wasn't 
very helpful. Learned 
more from following 

the sound 

Feedback - Visual: Visual Visual Visual Feedback Feedback Visual 

Reasons: 

Not having to try 
and control was 
much easier to 
comprehend 

The feedback 
version was too 

unresponsive 

Watching was 
much easier, but 
it did feel dull to 

do 

The visual version 
felt more stressful. 

Felt like it was 
always ahead, hard 

to keep up with 

It was much 
more intuitive to 

play with 
feedback than to 
just watch (could 
likewise watch a 

clock) 

It was much easier to 
just follow along than 
to have to think about 
more than just pacing 

Audio - Visual: Visual Audio Audio Audio Visual Audio 

Reasons: 

Didn't like the 
sound effects, thou 

the sound was 
easier to follow 

along with 

It was way easier 
to follow along 
with the sound 

Sound explained 
better than 

watching, which 
felt very dull 

Much easier to 
understand than 

the stressful timers 

While sound was 
unpleasant and 

just watching was 
boring; preferred 

watching 

The sound was more 
direct and hard to 

misinterpret, especially 
since it represented a 

full breath 

       

Anything you liked 
about the application? 

The look was fresh The bubbles 
Nothing in 
particular 

The sound. It was 
very easy to 

understand and 
helpful 

How it was a 
game to be 

better at 
breathing 

The moving bubbles in 
the menu 

       
Anything you disliked 
about the application? 

The "buggy" 
feedback version 

How the 
microphone was 
way too sensitive 

The poor 
functionality of 
the microphone 

Nothing in 
particular 

Nothing in 
particular 

There was no music 

       

Any improvements 
you would like to see? 

Make the 
microphone work 
better in a noisy 

environment 

A better working 
feedback version 

Skip the 
microphone 

Maybe add more 
sound effects to 
interactions and 

swap out the 
breath to 

something which 
sounds similar 

Add more things 
to the feedback 
version! Effects, 

sounds, combo's, 
etc. 

Add music, at least in 
the menu 

       How likely would you 
be to get the app, on a 
scale of 
1-7, if it was fully 
developed? 

2 6 1 3 5 4 

Reasons: 
Don't think it would 

be used 

It seems like a 
useful app to have 
if being stressed or 

suddenly having 
anxiety kick in 

"Not my cup of 
tea" 

Not in the target 
audience, but 

maybe will get it 

Would probably 
get it, seems like 
a fun and useful 

app 

Depends on what it 
ends up like 

 

Observations 

 Subjects had no noticeable difficulties navigating the UI (6/6) 

 App had no issues occur when running a session for a longer time (6/6) 

 Overall battery drain impact was low (6/6) 

 Microphone functionality only works “most of the time”, doesn’t always register properly. (6/6) 

 Visuals in audio session might have drawn unnecessary attention. (4/6) 
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Appendix E -  The Modified IEQ 
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Appendix F -  Evaluating Pilot IEQ Results 

F.1 RESULTS 

 

 

F.2 DATA SUMMARY 

None N N N N Input I I Interpretive M M 

 
102 73 97 79 

 
137 141 

 
122 119 

 
26 19 41 20 

 
51 45 

 
42 39 

 
28 20 19 13 

 
28 39 

 
30 30 

 
34 18 35 23 

 
41 37 

 
40 39 

 
17 17 17 20 

 
19 18 

 
15 16 

 
26 23 21 20 

 
29 35 

 
28 29 

 

 

 

SESSION 
1 

N M N I 
SCORES 
(S.1) N M N I 

     
     

1. 3 4 2 6 IEQ IS 102 119 97 141 

2. 2 4 4 6      

3. 2 5 6 7 CIF 26 39 41 45 

4. 5 7 7 7      

5. 4 4 3 6 RWDF 28 30 19 39 

6. 5 4 7 2      

7. 6 5 3 6 EIF 34 39 35 37 

8. 5 3 6 1      

9. 2 1 3 1 CHF 17 16 17 18 

10. 1 1 3 1      

11. 1 4 1 6 CF 26 29 21 35 

12. 5 4 4 6 

13. 2 3 1 5 

14. 5 5 4 7 

15. 
3 5 1 3 

16. 7 4 6 6 

17. 1 1 1 3 

18. 2 1 1 3 

19. 2 4 4 3 

20. 7 7 7 5 

21. 1 1 1 1 

22. 5 6 7 4 

23. 4 5 1 3 

24. 1 3 1 2 

25. 2 3 7 4 

26. 2 1 1 3 

27. 1 1 1 1 

28. 6 6 4 6 

29. 3 4 2 4 

30. 1 1 1 1 

31. 2 4 3 2 

32. 
(Extra) 

3 5 2 5 

SESSION 
2 

M N I N 
SCORES 
(S.2) 

M N I N 

 
         

1. 5 2 6 2 IEQ IS 122 73 137 79 

2. 6 1 7 1      

3. 5 2 7 1 CIF 42 19 51 20 

4. 6 4 6 2      

5. 5 1 6 1 RWDF 30 20 28 13 

6. 5 5 2 6      

7. 5 1 5 3 EIF 40 18 41 23 

8. 2 4 4 6      

9. 1 2 1 6 CHF 15 17 19 20 

10. 1 4 1 1      

11. 4 1 5 1 CF 28 23 29 20 

12. 4 3 4 2 

13. 4 1 5 1 

14. 5 3 2 2 

15. 4 1 4 2 

16. 2 6 6 7 

17. 1 2 5 1 

18. 1 4 3 4 

19. 4 1 4 2 

20. 7 6 3 7 

21. 2 1 3 1 

22. 5 4 3 7 

23. 2 1 1 2 

24. 4 1 4 1 

25. 4 1 6 1 

26. 1 1 5 1 

27. 1 1 1 1 

28. 6 6 3 5 

29. 4 1 4 2 

30. 3 1 2 1 

31. 3 1 3 1 

32. 
(Extra) 

4 2 4 4 
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F.3 OBSERVATIONS 

SESSION 1 N M N I 

Observations: Video of 
subject 

Sat very still through-
out the entire session 

Restless motion of head. 
People were noisy in 

corridor 

Looked tense. Breathing 
was forced and loud. 

Moved around a bit. 
Swapped hand for 

holding microphone a 
few times 

     
Observations: Video of 

experience 
Focus mainly at the 

tree's base 

Very active looking around. 
Vision mainly focused on 

the leaves 

Focus mainly at the 
tree's leaves 

Seemed to have 
difficulties with 

breath controller 

 

SESSION 2 M N I N 

Observations: Video of 
subject 

Sat still throughout the 
session. Adjusted zoom 
in the VR device a few 

times 

An ambulance passed 
by. Corrected body 
posture a few times 

Seemed to have 
difficulties positioning 
the microphone in the 

beginning 

Sat still throughout the 
session. Nothing else 

noteworthy in particular 

     
Observations: Video of 

experience 
Nothing of significance 
occurred during session 

Nothing of significance 
occurred during session 

Had early difficulties 
with the microphone 

positioning. 
Lost pace a few times  
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Appendix G -  Main Tests Results 

G.1 RESULTS IEQ 

SESSION 1   N N N N M M M M N N N N I I I I 

                  1. To what extent did the game hold your attention? 2 1 3 3 4 6 2 3 2 3 1 1 5 6 7 5 

2. To what extent did you feel you were focused on the game? 1 1 3 5 5 6 3 3 3 1 2 1 4 7 7 6 

3. How much effort did you put into playing the game? 1 3 5 6 6 7 7 6 4 5 2 3 7 5 7 7 

4. Did you feel that you were trying you best? 3 4 5 6 5 6 7 7 5 6 5 6 7 7 7 7 

5. 
To what extent did you lose track of time, e.g. did the game absorb your 
attention so that you were not bored? 

2 4 4 3 7 3 6 5 2 4 5 1 5 4 6 5 

6. 
To what extent did you feel consciously aware of being in the real world 
whilst playing? 

5 3 2 6 4 3 2 4 4 6 5 7 3 2 1 4 

7. To what extent did you forget about your everyday concerns? 5 5 6 3 6 7 6 4 4 4 3 1 6 7 7 7 

8. To what extent were you aware of yourself in your surroundings? 7 4 4 6 2 1 4 3 5 3 2 7 2 2 1 3 

9. To what extent did you notice events taking place around you? 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 5 1 3 2 1 

10. 
Did you feel the urge at any point to stop playing and see what was 
happening around you? 

2 4 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 4 1 1 1 1 

11. 
To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the game 
environment? 

2 1 3 2 3 4 4 4 2 2 1 2 6 3 5 5 

12. 
To what extent did you feel as though you were separated from your 
real-world environment? 

4 3 2 4 5 4 6 5 3 4 2 2 7 5 6 6 

13. 
To what extent did you feel that the game was something fun you were 
experiencing, rather than a task you were just doing? 

2 1 2 1 3 6 4 2 4 2 1 1 6 4 4 5 

14. 
To what extent was your sense of being in the game environment 
stronger than your sense of being in the real world? 

4 2 3 4 6 7 4 5 4 3 2 2 6 7 5 6 

15. 
At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you were 
unaware you were even using controls, e.g. it was effortless? 

2 1 2 1 7 4 6 4 2 1 1 1 4 5 3 4 

16. 
To what extent did you feel as though you were moving through the 
game according to your own will? 

6 5 7 5 4 3 4 2 7 5 6 4 6 4 6 5 

17. To what extent did you find the game challenging? 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 4 4 3 

18. 
Were there any times during the game in which you just wanted to give 
up? 

4 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 3 1 2 

19. To what extent did you feel motivated while playing? 2 1 2 3 5 5 7 4 4 2 2 1 6 4 7 6 

20. To what extent did you find the game easy? 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 5 6 5 5 

21. 
To what extent did you feel like you were making progress towards the 
end of the game? 

1 1 2 1 4 4 5 4 2 1 2 1 5 4 6 4 

22. How well do you think you performed in the game? 4 3 4 6 5 7 7 6 5 6 4 7 4 5 4 4 

23. To what extent did you feel emotionally attached to the game? 5 1 2 1 5 4 6 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 2 

24. 
To what extent were you interested in seeing how the game’s events 
would progress? 

1 1 1 1 2 3 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 1 

25. How much did you want to “win” the game? 1 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 3 1 2 1 6 5 7 4 

26. 
Were you in suspense about whether or not you would do well in the 
game? 

3 1 1 2 2 1 3 1 4 2 1 2 4 3 5 3 

27. 
At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you wanted 
to speak to the game directly? 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

28. To what extent did you enjoy the graphics and the imagery? 6 4 5 5 6 7 7 5 4 6 5 5 5 6 4 5 

29. How much would you say you enjoyed playing the game? 4 2 3 3 5 4 4 4 3 2 4 1 5 6 5 4 

30. When it ended, were you disappointed that the game was over? 2 1 2 4 2 1 4 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 

31. Would you like to play the game again? 1 1 3 4 4 7 5 4 3 1 1 3 4 4 4 1 

32. (Extra) 
How immersed did you feel? (10 = very immersed; 0 = not at all 
immersed) 

3 2 4 3 5 7 5 6 4 2 3 3 7 6 5 6 

                   
 

 

                

SESSION 2   M M M M N N N N I I I I N N N N 

                  1. To what extent did the game hold your attention? 5 6 6 7 2 1 1 3 5 7 7 5 2 3 1 1 

2. To what extent did you feel you were focused on the game? 5 5 6 7 2 1 1 2 5 7 6 5 1 1 2 1 

3. How much effort did you put into playing the game? 5 5 6 7 1 1 2 1 6 7 7 7 2 1 3 4 

4. Did you feel that you were trying you best? 6 5 5 6 3 4 2 2 5 6 5 6 4 2 2 1 

5. 
To what extent did you lose track of time, e.g. did the game absorb your 
attention so that you were not bored? 

5 4 6 6 2 3 2 1 7 6 5 6 1 2 3 1 

6. 
To what extent did you feel consciously aware of being in the real world 
whilst playing? 

5 6 5 4 4 5 3 5 2 4 4 3 4 6 3 2 

7. To what extent did you forget about your everyday concerns? 6 5 6 7 6 3 2 3 7 6 4 7 3 2 1 1 

8. To what extent were you aware of yourself in your surroundings? 1 2 4 1 4 6 5 6 1 1 3 1 7 4 3 5 

9. To what extent did you notice events taking place around you? 1 1 1 1 2 6 3 2 1 1 1 1 5 6 5 4 

10. 
Did you feel the urge at any point to stop playing and see what was 
happening around you? 

1 1 1 1 5 6 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 

11. 
To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the game 
environment? 

4 2 5 6 2 1 1 1 6 7 7 7 2 2 1 2 

12. 
To what extent did you feel as though you were separated from your 
real-world environment? 

5 4 7 7 3 4 6 2 5 7 4 5 3 1 2 1 

13. 
To what extent did you feel that the game was something fun you were 
experiencing, rather than a task you were just doing? 

5 6 5 7 2 1 1 1 6 7 5 6 1 2 1 1 
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14. 
To what extent was your sense of being in the game environment 
stronger than your sense of being in the real world? 

3 4 4 6 3 2 1 2 5 4 4 2 2 2 1 3 

15. 
At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you were 
unaware you were even using controls, e.g. it was effortless? 

5 6 4 7 1 3 2 3 2 5 4 3 1 4 4 2 

16. 
To what extent did you feel as though you were moving through the 
game according to your own will? 

1 2 3 1 2 5 3 5 7 6 7 4 2 6 4 3 

17. To what extent did you find the game challenging? 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 4 3 5 1 2 1 2 

18. 
Were there any times during the game in which you just wanted to give 
up? 

1 1 1 1 3 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 3 1 

19. To what extent did you feel motivated while playing? 4 4 3 4 1 1 2 1 4 5 3 5 1 4 2 1 

20. To what extent did you find the game easy? 7 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 5 4 4 6 7 5 7 6 

21. 
To what extent did you feel like you were making progress towards the 
end of the game? 

5 4 2 4 1 1 1 2 6 5 5 3 1 4 1 1 

22. How well do you think you performed in the game? 7 5 7 4 4 4 5 4 4 3 5 2 4 5 4 6 

23. To what extent did you feel emotionally attached to the game? 2 3 2 5 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 3 4 1 3 1 

24. 
To what extent were you interested in seeing how the game’s events 
would progress? 

5 7 6 5 1 1 1 1 4 5 5 4 1 2 1 1 

25. How much did you want to “win” the game? 4 1 1 4 3 2 1 3 4 5 6 5 2 3 4 2 

26. 
Were you in suspense about whether or not you would do well in the 
game? 

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 4 5 6 1 2 1 1 

27. 
At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you wanted 
to speak to the game directly? 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

28. To what extent did you enjoy the graphics and the imagery? 7 6 7 7 5 6 6 4 5 5 3 4 4 5 4 6 

29. How much would you say you enjoyed playing the game? 5 4 5 6 2 3 5 1 3 4 4 2 1 3 2 2 

30. When it ended, were you disappointed that the game was over? 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 1 3 1 2 1 2 4 1 1 

31. Would you like to play the game again? 5 6 3 6 3 2 3 1 4 3 4 2 1 2 2 1 

32. (Extra) 
How immersed did you feel? (10 = very immersed; 0 = not at all 
immersed) 

5 6 5 7 2 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 2 5 4 3 

 

G.2 DATA SUMMARY - IEQ: 

Total Sum: Average Value Median Value 
 

Test Sum: Average Value Median Value 

Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session 
 

Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session 

       1658 86,85 83,5 
 

1386 86,625 83,5 

       473 24,65 21,5 
 

387 24,1875 21,5 

       391 20,2 20 
 

324 20,25 21 

       518 27,05 26,5 
 

431 26,9375 26,5 

       308 16,4 16,5 
 

257 16,0625 16 

       414 21,7 21 
 

344 21,5 21 

       
       Total Sum: Average Value Median Value 

 
Test Sum: Average Value Median Value 

Input-Session Input-Session Input-Session 
 

Input-Session Input-Session Input-Session 

       1295 143,6 142 
 

1158 144,75 143,5 

       461 50,6 51 
 

410 51,25 51 

       307 34,6 35,5 
 

279 34,875 35,5 

       400 43,7 44 
 

359 44,875 44,5 

       168 18,6 19 
 

149 18,625 19 

       315 35 35 
 

286 35,75 35,5 

       
       Total Sum: Average Value Median Value 

 
Test Sum: Average Value Median Value 

Mimic-Session Mimic-Session Mimic-Session 
 

Mimic-Session Mimic-Session Mimic-Session 

       1173 129,2 130,5 
 

1051 131,375 132 

       404 44,3 43 
 

362 45,25 45,5 

       281 31,1 30,5 
 

251 31,375 31 

       406 44,5 44 
 

366 45,75 44,5 

       145 16,1 16 
 

130 16,25 16,5 

       294 32,3 31 
 

266 33,25 32,5 
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G.3 CASE DATA SUMMARY - IEQ 

Case Sum: Average Value Median Value 
 

Case Sum: Average Value Median Value 

Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session 
 

Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session Non-sensory-session 

       729 91,125 91 
 

657 82,125 79,5 

       
216 27 27 

 
171 21,375 20,5 

       
178 22,5 24,5 

 
146 18,25 17,5 

       
227 28,375 27,5 

 
204 25,5 25 

       
133 16,625 17,5 

 
124 15,5 15,5 

       
179 22,375 22 

 
165 20,625 20 

              Case Sum: Average Value Median Value 
 

Case Sum: Average Value Median Value 

Input-Session Input-Session Input-Session 
 

Input-Session Input-Session Input-Session 

       574 143,5 141,5 
 

584 146 144 

       
195 48,75 48,5 

 
215 53,75 52 

       
133 33,25 34 

 
146 36,5 36,5 

       
177 44,25 44 

 
182 45,5 46 

       
76 19 19,5 

 
73 18,25 18 

       
144 36 37 

 
142 35,5 34,5 

              Case Sum: Average Value Median Value 
 

Case Sum: Average Value Median Value 

Mimic-Session Mimic-Session Mimic-Session 
 

Mimic-Session Mimic-Session Mimic-Session 

       528 132 130,5 
 

523 130,75 133 

       
179 44,75 44,5 

 
183 45,75 45,5 

       
118 29,5 29,5 

 
133 33,25 33,5 

       
187 46,75 45,5 

 
179 44,75 44,5 

       
62 15,5 15,5 

 
68 17 16,5 

       
132 33 31 

 
134 33,5 34,5 

 

FIRST - avr. SQMOI Score NONE MIMIC INPUT 

 

3 5,75 6 

 

SECOND - avr. SQMOI Score NONE MIMIC INPUT 

 

3,375 5,75 3,5 
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G.4 OBSERVATION OUTTAKE: Male subject in input- and non-sensory-session 

 

G.5 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

1. Describe the first experience in 2 words? 

2. Describe the second experience in 2 words? 

  3. Did anything cause you to feel less focused during any experience? 

4. Did anything cause you to feel more focused during any experience? 

  5. What part of your body did you feel the most in the first session? 

6. What part of your body did you feel the most in the second session? 

  7. Why was the breathing exercise easy/difficult to perform in the first experience? 

8. Why was the breathing exercise easy/difficult to perform in the second experience 

  9. Do you think breath and breathing works as a game controller? 

10. Do you think breath and breathing works as an exercise to reduce stress? 

11. Do you think breath and breathing made it easier/harder to feel immersed? 

12. Did the breathing make you think more about your body and how you felt physically? 
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13. In what session was it more difficult to focus on the breathing exercise? 

14. Any other comments? 

 

G.6 INTERVIEW RESULT OUTTAKE: Female subject in non-sensory and mimic-session 

Subject 4 

N-M 

1) The experience was dull but relaxing. Didn’t feel like there was much to do. 

2) The experience was effective, as it compared to the previous one helped with the exercise, it was helpful 

3) Yes, people were loud in the corridor. It wasn’t a major deal but heard them quite a lot for a while 

4) Yes, really enjoyed the wind visuals (think it was supposed to look like wind at least?) 

5) Mainly felt the mouth and the lips. A lot of strain around the mouth 

6) Same in this case, the mouth and the straining lips was, if not even more, still the most sensed part of the body 

7) It was easy, it was not difficult as it was possible to divert all attention to it 

8) Easy, and compared to the previous experience this one was a lot more helpful with the explaining visuals 

and audio 

9) Yes, they would work, but not sure if interested in playing with it 

10) Yes, know some people who do and who says it’s really useful 

11) Felt very immersed and would say that was easier only due to the breathing exercise, it drew all attention 

12) Yes, to some degree. 

13) The first one (N), it was easy there too but after having experienced the mimic idea that one felt a lot easier 

14) Would say that the idea could work for people with stress disorder and may recommend a friend testing it out 

G.7 INTERVIEW CALCULATIONS: Result calculations for interview question 5-6, 7-8 

5. & 6. Face Nose Mouth Toe Chest Hands Eyes Abdominals Back Shoulders 

First 4 3 3 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 

Second 3 1 3 0 3 1 0 4 0 1 

 

5. & 6. Face Nose Mouth Toe Chest Hands Eyes Abdominals Back Shoulders 

Non-Sensory: First 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Non-Sensory: Second 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 

 

5. & 6. Face Nose Mouth Toe Chest Hands Eyes Abdominals Back Shoulders 

Mimic: First 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Mimic: Second 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

 

5. & 6. Face Nose Mouth Toe Chest Hands Eyes Abdominals Back Shoulders 

Input: First 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Input: Second 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

 
The average in 7 & 8 on total results (32 cases) and none-session (16 cases) is calculated to give a value against the underrepresented 

sessions; interpret and input (8 cases each), putting all values at a comparison of 4-first cases and 4-last cases. 

7. & 8. Easy Difficult   Easy Difficult   Easy Difficult   Easy Difficult 

First 12 4 Non-Sensory: First 7 1 Mimic: First 4 0 Input: First 3 1 

Second 12 4 Non-Sensory: Second 7 1 Mimic: Second 4 0 Input: Second 3 1 

TOTAL: 24 8 TOTAL: 14 2 TOTAL: 8 0 TOTAL: 6 2 

AVERAGE: 3 1 AVERAGE: 3,5 0,5 
       


